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INTRODUCTION 

The concept of compactness is fundamental in the theory of general 

topology and in the applications of this theory to other branches of 

mathematics; in general, covering properties are among the central 

factors determining the structure of a topological space. Compact spaces 

and Lindelof-spaces were introduced early in the development of general 

topology. In 1940, J. Tukey characterized normality in terms of 

refinements of finite open covers and he introduced a covering property, 

full normality, modeled on these characterizations. Tukey showed that 

besides compact Hausdorff spaces, all metric spaces are fully normal; 

hence full normality is very different in nature from the earlier 

covering properties. In 1944, J. Dieudonné defined paracompact spaces. 

The notion of paracompactness has become the cornerstone of what is 

sometimes called "modern general topology”. In 1948, K. Morita showed 

that every regular Lindelof-space is paracompact and A. H. Stone 

‘proved his famous "coincidence theorem". According to Stone's theorem, 

full normality and paracompactness are equivalent properties in the class 

of Hausdorff spaces. As a consequence of the coincidence theorem and 

Tukey's result, every metrizable space is paracompact. Stone's result 

soon led to a solution of the metrization problem, as given by Bing, 

Nagata and Smirnov, and in this way it eventually led to the introduction 

of the various "generalized metric spaces'', whose study is nowadays one 

of the most active subfields of general topology. Paracompactness and 

full normality also led to the introduction of many new covering proper- 

ties. Strong paracompactness and metacompactness were defined around 

1950, and in 1957, J. Mansfield defined and studied several generalizations



of full normality. 

Since the properties of real numbers play a great role in the study 

of metric spaces, this study does not quite fit the framework of 

general topology. In 1938, A. Weil introduced uniform spaces as a 

general setting in which properties like uniform continuity and uniform 

convergence can be studied. Every uniformity on a set is "compatible" 

with a topology on the set and conversely, given any completely regular 

topological space, there is a uniformity on the underlying set of the 

space which is compatible with the topology of the space. Hence uniform 

spaces allow a study of metric-like properties in a setting which is 

almost as general as that of topological spaces. The concept of a 

uniformity has also been useful in the study of topological properties. 

In 1940, Tukey characterized compatible uniformities of a topological 

space in terms of certain collections of open covers of the space, and 

he showed that a completely regular space is fully normal if, and only 

if, the fine uniformity of the space has the Lebesgue property. 

In 1950, L. Nachbin generalized the concept of a uniform space by 

introducing quasi-uniform spaces. Nachbin showed that every quasi- 

uniformity on a set is compatible with a topology on the set, and 

around 1960, A. Csaszar and W. Pervin obtained a converse to this result 

by showing, independently, that every topological space has a compatible 

quasi-uniformity. Hence the study of quasi-uniform spaces provides an 

alternative approach to the study of topological spaces. [In 1971, 

P. Fletcher introduced the concept of a covering quasi- 

uniformity, and he used this concept to show that a topological space 

usually has several distinct compatible quasi-uniformities. In their



work on covering quasi-uniformities, P. Fletcher and W. Lindgren have 

studied the relationships bétween covering properties and compatible 

quasi-uniformities. In this dissertation, we pursue the study of these 

relationships. In particular, we try to illustrate the role that 

compatible quasi-uniformities have in connection with the covering 

properties of paracompactness, metacompactness and orthocompactness. 

In Chapter I of this work we show that paracompactness and 

metacompactness can be characterized in terms of the existence of 

"sufficiently large" compatible quasi-uniformities with certain weak 

symmetry properties. We derive these characterizations by extending a 

result of J. M. Worrell Jr. on certain sequences of open covers. In 

the second part of the chapter we introduce a weak covering property, 

h-double coveredness, and we show that a subspace X of a regular and 

compact space K is metacompact if, and only if, the product space X X K 

is Ni-doubly covered. As a consequence of this result, a Tychonoff 

space X is metacompact if, and only if, the product space X X BX has a 

compatible quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue property. 

Chapter II deals with certain generalizations of orthocompactness. 

We start the chapter by showing that every countably metacompact quasi-~ 

metrizable space has a compatible quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue 

property. In light of a recent example due to J. Kofner, it follows 

from this result that a topological space is not necessarily orthocompact, 

even if the space has a compatible quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue 

property; thus the generalizations of orthocompactness studied in this 

dissertaticn are indeed genuine generalizations. In Section 2 we 

introduce a covering property which we call regular n-refinability; the 

definition of this property is obtained by replacing open covers by



neighbornets in the definition of regular refinability (= 2-full normality, 

in the terminology of Mansfield). We characterize metacompactness and 

regular refinability in terms of regular f-refinability. Using these 

characterizations and results of H. Corson and S. Peregudov, we show 

that uncountable 2-products of non-trivial T, -~spaces are never regularly 

N-refinable. This result gives a negative answer to the question of 

Mansfield, whether every doubly covered (= almost 2-fully normal) space 

is regularly refinable. G. Gruenhage has recently given an example to 

show that a continuous image of an orthocompact space under a closed 

mapping is not necessarily orthocompact. In Section 3 we give a 

modification of Gruenhage's example and we show that besides orthocompact- 

ness, regular refinability and regular f-refinability are not preserved 

under closed, continuous mappings. On the other hand, we show that 

every continuous image of an fi-doubly covered space under a closed 

mapping is Nn-doubly covered. We also show that a continuous image 

of an orthocompact space under a closed mapping is orthocompact if the 

space is submetacompact or if the topology of the space has an orthobase. 

In Chapter III we study covering properties and quasi-uniformities 

of semi-stratifiable spaces. In Section 1 we show that every \tdoubly 

covered semi-stratifiable space has a compatible quasi-uniformity with 

the Lebesgue property. As a consequence of this result, all the 

generalizations of orthocompactness studied in this work are equivalent 

in the class of semi-stratifiable spaces. To prove this result, we study 

unsymmetric neighbornets of semi-stratifiable spaces. We show that in an 

N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space, the collection of all 

unsymmetric neighbornets of the space forms a base for the fine quasi- 

uniformity of the space. It is a major unsolved problem in the theory



of quasi-metrizable spaces, whether every Y-space is quasi-metrizable. 

In Section 2 we give a partial solution to this problem by showing that 

every developable y-space is quasi-metrizable. In Section 3 we show 

that a topological space is transitive if the space is a countable union 

of closed, transitive subspaces. We then use this result to show that 

an N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space is orthocompact provided 

that the space is either locally orthocompact or the countable union of 

closed, orthocompact subspaces.



NOTATION AND TERMINOLOG 

In this section, we define some topological and quasi-uniform 

concepts that are central to the subject matter of this thesis. We 

also explain some set-theoretic notation to be used below. For the 

meaning of concepts and notation used without definition in this work, 

we refer the reader to [12] and [39]. 

Sets and relations. The set {1,2,...} of the natural numbers is 

denoted by N. A sequence whose nth term is x? for n € N, is denoted 

by (x). For any set A, the cardinality of A is denoted by |A|. 

Ordinal numbers are denoted by small Greek letters. We adhere to the 

convention that an ordinal is the set of all preceding ordinals. For 

any ordinal a, the membership relation is a (strict) well-order on the 

set @. For ordinals 8 and y, we often write 8 < Y instead of B € y. 

We denote the successor ordinal of ao bya +13 note thata+1l1=aU {a}. 

By a relation on a set B, we mean a binary relation defined on B. 

Our notation concerning relations is standard (see e.g. L6]) with the 

exception that we sometimes write RA instead of R(A) to denote the 

image of a set AC B under a relation R on B; in particular, we always 

abbreviate R({b}) to R{b}. Let S be a relation on B and let n €N. 

n was . . -n -l.\n 
Then S$ denotes the n-fold composition of $ with itself, and S$ =(S “)°. 

n - 6 aD . 

The relations U R and U R are denoted by R and R_ , respectively. 
nen es. néeW 

wo ee] . . id eo #1 

Note that R and R are transitive relations and that R = (R) . 

In this work, relations serve mainly as abbreviations for certain 

indexed families of sets. To define a relation R on B, we define a 

subset R{b} of B for every b € B. When Q is a relation on B, we denote 

by G0 the indexed family {o{b}|b € B} associated with the relation Q.



Let £ be a family of subsets of B. We define two relations, S£ and 

p£, on B by setting s£{p} = U{L € S/b € L} and D£{p} =N{L € £lb € 1} 

for every b € B. Note that the relation Sf! is symmetric and the relation 

DL is reflexive and transitive. For each k € N, we abbreviate (sz) * 

to sks. Note that in the notation for star-sets (see e.g. [12], p. 376), 

we have ssc) = st*(c,£) for all k € N and CC B. For some results 

concerning relations of the form Sf and DL, see [22]. 

Topological concepts. Our terminology and notation relating to 

topological spaces follows that of [12] with the exception that we 

adopt "separation-axiom free" definitions for topological properties 

whenever possible. For example, in our terminology, a paracompact 

space or a metacompact space is not necessarily a Hausdorff space. Also, 

a regular space is not necessarily a T,-space. 
1 

To avoid unnecessary repetition of the phrase "a topological space”, 

throughout this thesis we let the symbol X stand for a topological space. 

For each x € X, we let TL denote the neighborhood filter of the point 

x in the space X. 

Let £ be a family of subsets of X. For each AC X, we let 

(£), = {L¢é Sl NA #@}; if A = {x}, then we write (£) in room of 

We denote by oF the family consisting of all finite unions of Lf). ( aN 

sets of £. Note that sf is a directed family, that is, whenever N € sf 

and M € gf there is K € sf such that NUMC K. Let Nbe a family of 

subsets of X. We say that nis a partial refinement of £ (or that N 
  

partially refines £) if for each N € 1, there is L € £ such that NCL. 

If nis a partial refinement of £ and Un= UL, then Nis a refinement 

of £. We say that nN is a point-wise (local) W-refinement of £ if 
 



Un = UL and for each x € X, the family (ny (for some U en the 

family () is a partial refinement of some finite subfamily £’ of 

£3; a point-wise (local) star-refinement is defined similarly except 

that we now require that £’ = {L} for some L € £. 

Definition 1 ([22]) A family £ of subsets of X is.a semi-open cover 
  

of X if for each x € X, the set St(x,£) is a neighborhood of x. 

Definition 2 ([36] and [22]) A family £ of subsets of X is closure- 

preserving (interior-preserving) if for each E’c £, we have 

cL(UL*) = Ufet LIL € £*) Cine Nf’) = Af{Int LIL € £}). 

Note that a family £ is closure-preserving if, and only if, the 

family {X ~ LIL € £} is interior-preserving. Also note that a family 

WU is interior-preserving and open if, and only if, Mu) is a 

neighborhood of x for each x €X. Interior-preserving open families 

are called Q-collections in [46] and fundamental open families in [13]. 

Definition 3 A topological space is orthocompact provided that every 

open cover of the space has an interior-preserving open refinement. 

Orthocompact spaces were first studied in [46] and [13]. The term 

“orthocompact" was introduced in L15]. 

Our study of covering properties in this work is centered on 

paracompactness and metacompactness (see [12] and [39]) as well as on 

orthocompactness and some generalizations of orthocompactness to be 

introduced later; the two properties defined below play a somewhat 

lesser role in this work.



Definition 4 A topological space is subparacompact provided that every 

open cover of the space has a o-discrete closed refinement. 

These spaces were studied under the name "Ey 7 screenable" in [34]. 

The term "subparacompact" was introduced in [7], where it was shown that 

F7 screenability is equivalent with the concept of o-paracompactness 

defined in [3]. 

Definition 5 A sequence (ft of covers of X is a @-sequence if for 

each x €X, there is an € IN such that the family (fs is finite. 

The space X is submetacompact provided that every open cover of X has 

a 9@-sequence of open refinements. 

These spaces were called 9-refinable in [56]. The term "submeta- 

compact" was introduced in [25]. 

Through the concept of a covering quasi-uniformity ([14]), open 

covers provide a link between topological spaces and quasi-uniform 

spaces; another such link is provided by the following concept. 

Definition 6 ([22]) A neighbornet of X is a relation V on X such that 

for every x €X, the set Vix} is a neighborhood of x. 

Since neighbornets are used throughout the following study, we 

recall some terminology and notation associated with neighbornets from 

[22]. Let R be a relation on X. We define a relation R on X by 

setting R{x} = Int R{x} for every x €X. If R = R, then we say that R 

is an open relation on X. For any neighbornet V of X, the relation Vv 

is an open neighbornet contained in V. Note that if V is an open
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neighbornet of X, then the family @V is an open cover of X. A 

neighbornet V of X is unsymmetric provided that for all x € X and 

y €X, if x € viy} and y € vix}, then v{x} = viy}. A sequence (v? 

2 
of neighbornets is a normal sequence provided that Vert — vn for every 

n€N. A relation V on X is a normal neighbornet of X if V is a member 
  

of some normal sequence of neighbornets of X. Note that if Vis a 

transitive neighbornet of X, then wv = V and hence V is normal and 

unsymmetric. 

In order to. use neighbornets in connection with covering theory, 

we employ the following terminology. Let £ be a cover of X. An 

N-refinement of £ is a neighbornet V of X such that the family GV is 

a refinement of £. According to Corollary 3.8 of [22], every open cover 

of X has an unsymmetric N-refinement. Let k € Z Ufo,--}. An 

n‘-refinement, of £ is a neighbornet V of X such that the family av* 

is a refinement of £. A cover of X has an nN -refinement (n -refinement, 

fA -refinement) if, and only if, the cover has an interior-preserving 

open (closure-preserving closed, cushioned) refinement (Theorem 2 of 

[14], Theorem 3.14 and Lemma 3.4 of [22]). Consequently, X is 

orthocompact (fully normal) if, and only if, every open cover of X 

has an fn -refinement (WW -refinement , no refinement) ; see (15, 

36 and 37]. 

To be able to characterize generalized metric spaces in a uniform 

way, we adopt the following definition. 

Definition 7 ((22]) A sequence (Rk? of reflexive relations on X is 

a basic sequence provided that for each x €X, if U € To then Rx} ¢ U 

for somen €N.
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Definition 8 ([11] and [26]) X is semi-stratifiable if X has a sequence 

(Vv? of neighbornets such that (y"*) is a basic sequence. 

In [26], semi-stratifiable spaces are called pseudo-stratifiable. 

Definition 9 ([21]) X isa Y-space if X has a sequence (v_? of 

neighbornets such that (ve) is a basic sequence. 

Y-spaces have been defined under different names independently by 

several authors. The equivalence of the various definitions was 

established in [31]. 

We use the condition stated in the following result as our definition 

of a quasi-metrizable space. 

Theorem 10 ([43]) X is quasi-metrizable if, and only if, X has a 

normal basic sequence of neighbornets. 

Quasi-metric spaces were introduced in 1931 by A. Wilson ([53]). 

While there have been numerous characterizations of metrizability in 

topological terms, the above result is the only known topological 

characterization of quasi-metrizability. 

Quasi-uniform concepts. In this work, we stay within the realm of 

general topology, and therefore we define quasi-uniformities only in 

the setting of a topological space. For an exposition of the theory 

of quasi-uniform spaces, see [38]. 

Definition 11 (£40]) A filter (-base) 2 of reflexive relations on X is 

a (base for a) quasi-uniformity on X provided that for each Q € 2, there
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exists R € 2 such that Rc Q. A quasi-uniformity 2 on X is compatible 

with X provided that for each x € X, the family fo{x}la €D} is a base 

for Te . 

Let 2 be a quasi-uniformity on X. The collection fala €2} is 

denoted by yt It is easily seen that yt is a quasi-uniformity on X. 

Note that if 2 is a compatible quasi-uniformity on X, then each 

member of 2 is a normal neighbornet of X. The collection of all normal 

neighbornets of X forms a compatible quasi-uniformity that contains 

every other compatible quasi-uniformity of X; this quasi-uniformity is 

called the fine quasi-uniformity of X in [15]. Another compatible quasi- 

uniformity for X is generated by the collection of all transitive 

neighbornets of X; this is called the fine transitive quasi-uniformity 

of X ([15]). In general, a quasi-uniformity 2 on X is a transitive 

quasi-uniformity if 2 has a base consisting of transitive relations ([14]) 

Definition 12 ([14]) Let G be a collection of interior-preserving open 

covers of X such that the collection {pulu € G} is a base for a 

compatible quasi-uniformity 2 of X. Then 2 is called a covering quasi- 

uniformity of X. 

Let & be a compatible quasi-uniformity for X. According to Theorem 

2 of [14], R is a covering quasi-uniformity if, and only if, ® is 

transitive. 

If Gis the collection of all point-finite (locally finite) open 

covers of X, then the quasi-uniformity with the base foul € G is 

called the point-finite (locally finite) covering quasi-uniformity of 

x ([14]).
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Definition 13 ([15]) A quasi-uniformity 2 of X has the Lebesgue property 

provided that for every open cover U of X, there exists Q € 2 such that 

the family QQ is a refinement of WU. 

By Theorem 2.2 of [14], X is orthocompact if, and only if, X has 

a compatible transitive quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue property. 

It follows directly from the definitions that X is metacompact 

(paracompact) if, and only if, the point-finite (locally finite) covering 

quasi-uniformity of X has the Lebesgue property.



CHAPTER I 

QUASI-UNIFORM CHARACTERIZATIONS OF 
METACOMPACTNESS AND PARACOMPACTNESS 

In this chapter we show that metacompactness and paracompactness 

can be characterized in terms of the existence of compatible quasi- 

uniformities with certain properties. Our results follow from two 

theorems whose statements do not involve quasi-uniformities. In the 

first section of the chapter we show that a cover of a topological 

space has a point-finite (locally finite) open refinement if, and only 

if, the cover has a point-wise (local) W-sequence of open refinements. 

It follows from this result that the existence of point-finite or 

locally finite refinements can be characterized in terms of the 

existence of certain normal sequences of N-refinements; using this 

observation, we arrive at characterizations of metacompactness and 

paracompactness in terms of the existence of "sufficiently large” 

“ quasi-uniformities with certain symmetry properties. In the second 

section of this chapter, we introduce the concept of an N-doubly 

covered space, and we show that a topological space is metacompact 

if, and only if, the space is N-doubly covered and every directed open 

cover of the space has an no refinement. We then prove that a subspace 

X of a regular compact space K is metacompact if, and only if, the 

product space X X K is N-doubly covered. Thus a Tychonoff space X is 

metacompact if, and only if, the product space X X BX has a compatible 

quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue-property. 

Ll. Metacompactness, paracompactness and 

presymmetric quasi-uniformities 

Definition 1.1.1 A sequence (u_) of covers of X is a point-wise (local) 
  

14
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W-sequence if for each n € N, the cover Wed is a point-wise (local) 

W-refinement of the cover U.- 

In [54], J. M. Worrell Ir. showed that a topological space is 

metacompact if every open cover of the space has an open point-wise 

W-refinement. In the proof of this result, Worrell showed that if a 

cover of a topological space has a point-wise W-sequence of open 

refinements, then the cover has a.o-point-finite open refinement (see 

also Proposition 2.2 of [23]). We now extend Worrell's result as 

follows. 

Theorem 1.1.2 A cover of a topological space has a point-finite (locally 

finite) open refinement if, and only if, the cover has a point-wise 

(local) W-sequence of open refinements. 

¢ 

Proof. Necessity follows from the observation that if N is a point- 

finite (locally finite) cover of K, then the sequence (ns where 

no =) for each n € N, is a point-wise (local) W-sequence. 

Sufficiency. Let £ be a cover of X and let (u_> be a point-wise (local) 

W-sequence of open refinements of £. To show that £ has a point-finite 

(locally finite) open refinement, it suffices to show that Us has such a 

refinement. Represent U, in the form uy = {u, |e < vt, where Y is an 

ordinal number. For each U € U ui denote by w@(U) the least ordinal 

a@ < Y such that UC U3 note nat for any u’ € ae” 1f uc U’, then 

e(U) = a(U’). For n> 1 and UE Us we say that the family Wind is 

"precise" at the set U provided that for any ue € Woe? if uc U’~, then 

a(U) =@(U"). For eachn > 1, we let ve = {u € ulus is precise at U}.
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Let (Ke 29 be a decreasing sequence of subsets of X such that 

Ud 
every n = 2. We show that there exists m = 2 such that Ue, is a 

m m 
partial refinement of the family UW. Lethk = fu € (U_) lu¢ W for 

k=2 k n n Kn n = 

any W¢€ U ws for every n 22. To prove the preceding assertation, it 
k=2 

suffices to show that a g@ for some m 22 . Assume on the contrary 

is a partial refinement of some finite subfamily of Wid for 

that RO # $ for every n = 2. Note that for every n> 2, if R CRO 

and if RCUEU then U CR 3 consequently, R partially refines 
n-1’ 

some finite subfamily of i For every n = 2, denote by a the least -1° 

upper bound of the set fa(R)|R ER J and note that oT < Y since a is 

a partial refinement of some finite subfamily of Wel For each n> 2, 

we havea =a since ® is a partial refinement of R . It follows 
n n-1 n n-1 

that there exists k > 2 such that ae for every n 2 k-1. Let R be 
k 

a finite subfamily of We such that Ri is a partial refinement of &, 
1 

and let R €R be such that a(R’) S a(R) for every R’ ER. Since Rid is 

a partial refinement of R, we have a = a(R); on the other hand, since 
k+l 

IIA
 

y.. Since a R€ Ries we have a(R) k ko eel > it follows that a(R) = wy 

As we also have @ | =, we see that Wd 

is such that RC U, then a(R) = @(U) and, furthermore, U CR so 

is precise at R: if U € Wd 

that a(U) 2a = a(R). Consequently, R € Wo, 3 this, however, is in 
k-1 

contradiction with the definition of the family ® It follows that te" 

there exists m 2 2 such that ti Q. 

Let x €X. If we let K, = {x} for every n € N, then it follows 

from the foregoing that there exists m 2 2 such that the family Ws 

m 
is a partial refinement of the family U Db - 

co k=2 co . 
that x € UC U oD. We have shown that the family UW, covers X. Let 

k=2 n= * 

In particular, it follows
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k-1 

Wy = lb, and for each k > 2, let WY = {w € lb | WOW for any wee Ub }. 
2 2 k k n=2 2 

© oF 
Since the family U Ib, is a cover of X, so is the family U lb, For 

k=2 k=2 
every n 2 2, let Vy a U{w € “la (w) =a} for eacha < y, and let 

3 

va = {vy a <y}. Let n 22 and KC X be such that there exists a 

finite subfamily U of ue such that the family Ue is a partial 
1 

refinement of UU. We show that the family Vx is finite. Let 

A = fa(u)|u € U} and let B = fo < y| KN Van # ¢}. To show that the 

family Vox is finite, it suffices to show that BC A. Let B €B. 

Then there exists W Ewe such that w(W) =B and KN W #9. We have 

We Ud, and thus there exists U € WU such that WC U. The family Uied 

is precise at W and hence a(U) =a(W). Since a(W) =8 and a(U) € A, we 

have B € A. We have shown that BC A. 

Let Y= U ve Since UW = Ub“ for each n 2 2, the family Y 
n=2 

covers X. For all n = 2 and a@ < y, the set Von is open and Vy CU. 
3 sn oy 

Hence Y is an open refinement of U,. To show that V is point-finite 

(locally finite), let x €X. Since ue is a point-wise (local) 

W-refinement of Yond for every n 2 2, we can find a decreasing sequence 

(kK) of subsets of X such that for each n 2 2, we have x € Ko € Int KD 

and Uk partially refines some finite subfamily of Vou. By the 

preceding part of the proof, each of the families Vv > n 22, is 
Ky 

finite. As established previously, there exists m = 2 such that UK 

m 
is a partial refinement of U be We show that the family Oy is 

k=2 
finite. For each j} > m, the family (U,) is a partial refinement of 

Rn 
m 4 

the family U W N ae = @. It follows that 
kao Km 

= ¢ for every j > m. For each j = 2,...,m, we have v5) 

and consequently, (U,) 

re a “px 
J
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© m™m 

and so the family (V.) is finite. We have (YY), = UW), =U (M,) 
mM Rn Kn ge KE Bm peo * Xn 

and it follows that the family “Ox is finite. Since x € KA € Int KD? 

we have shown that the family V is point-finite (locally finite) at 

xX. C] 

Corollary 1.1.3 A topological space is metacompact (paracompact) if, 

and only if, every open cover of the space has an open point-wise (local) 

W-refinement. 

As we mentioned above, that part of the above corollary dealing 

with metacompactness was proved by Worrell in [54]. 

Note that in the above proof, the openness of the families 

constituting the W-sequence was used only to make the sets in the 

resulting refinement open; hence the same proof yields the following 

result. 

Proposition 1.1.4 A cover of a topological space has a locally finite 

refinement if, and only if, the cover has a local W-sequence of 

refinements. 

To be able to use Theorem 1.1.2 in connection with quasi-uniformities, 

we need the following observation. 

Lemma 1.1.5 Let R and S be reflexive relations on X such that SC R. 

Assume that for every x €X, there exists a finite subset F of X such 

that sits} c RF (suc RF for some U € TL) Then the family QS is a 

point-wise (local) W-refinement of the family aR’. 

Proof. Trivial. C
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A quasi-uniformity 2 on X is symmetric provided that for each Q € 2, 

there exists P € 2 such that pic Q. A quasi-uniformity is a uniformity 

if, and only if, the quasi-uniformity is symmetric. In the following 

definition, we generalize the concept of a symmetric quasi-uniformity. 

Definition 1.1.6 A quasi-uniformity 2 on X is (strongly) presymmetric 
  

provided that for each Q € 2, there exists P € 2 such that for every 

x €X, there exists a finite set F C X such that Pp x}c or(P uc QF 

for some U € TL) + 

It is obvious that every symmetric quasi-uniformity is presymmetric. 

Moreover, it is easily seen that every compatible symmetric quasi- 

uniformity is strongly presymmetric. 

| It follows from results of J. W. Tukey and A. H. Stone ({52] and 

[48]) that if 2 is a compatible uniformity for X, then for each Q € 2, 

the family QQ has a locally finite open refinement. We now extend this 

result as follows. 

' Proposition 1.1.7 Let ~2 be compatible (strongly) presymmetric quasi- 

uniformity for X. Then for each Q € 2, the family QQ has a point-finite 

(locally finite) open refinement. 

Proof. Let Q € 2. Using induction, we can construct a normal sequence 

(Q? of members of J such that a = Q and for all x €X and n € N, there 

is a finite set F © X such that Qiy{x}¢ QF Qu QF for some 

UE iL): From Lemma 1.1.5 we have that for each n € N, the family 

Qo nt] is a point-wise (local) W-refinement of the family as; since 
5 . 

Cc *- » * = ca ~ » 

Qn QoneL? the family OQ 41 is a point-wise (local) W-refinement of
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the family Qo n-1" It follows that the sequence (0Q, Deer? and hence 

dat net is a point-wise (local) W-sequence. By 

Theorem 1.1.2, the family QQ has a point-finite (locaily finite) open 

also the sequence (AQ 

refinement. C 

The above result has the following partial converse. 

Lemma 1.1.8 Let 2 be a quasi-uniformity on X such that 2 contains the 

point-finite (locally finite) covering quasi-uniformity of KX and for 

each Q €2, the family GQ has a point-finite (locally finite) open 

refinement. Then 2 is (strongly) presymmetric. 

Proof. Let Q €2 and let UW be a point-finite (locally finite) open 

refinement of the family QQ. Let R= DU. Since 2 contains the 

point-finite (locally finite) covering quasi-uniformity of X, we have 

R€Q2Q. Let x €X. Then there exists KC X such that x € K (x € Int XK) 

and the family (U), is finite. For each U € (U) es let o(U) €X be such 

that UC Qt (u) }. Let F = {o(U) |v € (U) 5. Then F is a finite set and 

1 
RKC St(K,U) © QF. It follows from the foregoing that 2 is (strongly) 

presymmetric. 0 

A family £ of subsets of X is well-monotone provided that the 

partial order C of set inclusion is a well-order on £. Note that if L£ 

is a well-monotone family of subsets of X, then NS” € £° for each L£’ CS; 

consequently, the family £ is interior-preserving. It follows that for 

each well-monotone family WU of open subsets of X, the relation DU is a 

neighbornet of X. The quasi-uniformity of X which has as a subbase the 

collection of all relations DU, where U is a well-monotone open cover of
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X, is called the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of X; note that 

this quasi-uniformity is compatible with the topology of X. 

Using the concepts defined above, we can characterize metacompactness 

and paracompactness in terms of quasi-uniformities. 

Theorem 1.1.9 The following conditions are mutually equivalent for a 

topological space: 

(i) The space is metacompact (paracompact). 

(ii) Every compatible quasi-uniformity of the space that contains the 

point-finite (locally finite) covering quasi-uniformity of the 

space is (strongly) presymmetric. 

(iii) The space has a compatible (strongly) presymmetric quasi-uniformity 

that contains the well-monotone covering quasi-uniformity of the 

space. 

Proof. (i) =» (ii). This follows from Lemma 1.1.8. 

(ii) = (iii). Trivial. 

(iii) = (i). Assume that X has a compatible (strongly) presymmetric 

quasi-uniformity 2 such that for every well-monotone open cover U of X, 

DUE 2. It follows from results of J. Mack and W. Sconyers (see Theorem 1.1 

of [23]) that X is metacompact (paracompact) provided that every well- 

monotone open cover of X has a point-finite (locally finite) open 

refinement. Let U be a well-monotone open cover of X. Then DU € 2 and 

it follows from Proposition 1.1.7 that there exists a point-finite 

(locally finite) open cover Y of X such that V is a refinement of the 

family G(DU). But G(DU) is a subfamily of U and hence VY is a refinement 

of U O
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Corollary 1.1.10 The following conditions are mutually equivalent for 

a topological space: 

(i) The space is metacompact (paracompact). 

(ii) The fine transitive quasi-uniformity of the space is (strongly) 

presymmetric. 

(iii) The fine quasi-uniformity of the space is (strongly) presymmetric. 

Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 1.1.9 since the fine 

transitive quasi-uniformity of a topological space contains all covering 

quasi-uniformities of the space. Cl 

The remaining results of this section are essentially translations 

of the result above into the terminology of coverings. We start with 

a definition. 

Definition 1.1.11 Let 2 be a quasi-uniformity on X. A cover £ of X is 

(strongly) D-normal if there exists Q € 2 such that for each x €X, 

there exists L € £ such that Q{x} C L (QUC L for some U € 1) - 

Remark. J. Tukey introduced the concept of a normal cover of a topologi- 

cal space in [52]. In the above terminology, a cover of a topological 

space is normal if, and only if, the cover is #U-normal, where 7U is the 

fine uniformity of the space. 

Note that if 2 is a compatible quasi-uniformity for X and if £ is 

a J-normal cover of X, then £ is strongly 2-normal. 

Lemma 1.1.12 Let 2 be a compatible quasi-uniformity on X. Then 2 is 

(strongly) presymmetric if, and only if, every J-normal directed open
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cover of X is (strongly) 27 normal. 

Proof. Necessity. Assume that 2 is (strongly) presymmetric, and let 

U be a Q-normal directed open cover of X. There exists Q € 2 such that 

the family QQ is a refinement of WU. Note that since WU is a directed 

cover, the family for|F C X and F is finite} is a refinement of WU. 

Since 2 is (strongly) presymmetric, there exists R € 2 such that for 

each x €X, there is a finite set F C X such -that Ro fx} or(R VC QF 

for some V € 1) > It follows that for each x € X, there exists U € U 

such that Ro {xtc U lye U for some V € TL) - We have shown that VU 

is (strongly) yt normal. 

Sufficiency. Assume that every 2-normal directed open cover of X is 

(strongly) 27 normal and let Q €2. Note that we have 0 € 2 because 

if RoC Q, then RC Q. Consequently, the directed open cover (a6)* 

of X is Q-normal. It follows that there exists R € 2 such that for 

each x € X, there exists a finite set F C X such that Ro {xtc QF 

Rye QF for some V € 1). We have shown that the quasi-uniformity 

2 is (strongly) presymmetric. O 

Let Fe be the fine quasi-uniformity of a topological space X. It 

follows from Corollary 1.1.10 and Lemma 1.1.12 that X is metacompact 

(paracompact) if, and only if, every #y-normal directed open cover of 

X is (strongly) #5 -normal. In particular, since Fy is the collection 

of all normal neighbornets of X, we have the following result. 

Proposition 1.1.13 A topological space is metacompact if, and only if, 

every directed open cover of the space has a normal n+ -refinement.
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Definition 1.1.14 A relation R on X is co-compact provided that for 
  

each x €X, the set Ro {x} is compact. 

By Theorem 4.3 of [23], a topological space is metacompact if the 

space has a co-compact open neighbornet. It is not known whether this 

result remains true without requiring the co-compact neighbornet to be 

open; however, since a co-compact neighbornet is an n- refinement of 

every directed open cover, we have the following consequence of Proposition 

1.1.13. 

Corollary 1.1.15 If a topological space has a co-compact normal 

neighbornet, then the space is metacompact. 

To close this section, we show that some characterizations of 

metacompactness and paracompactness given in [23] can easily be derived 

from the results above. 

Theorem 1.1.16 ([23]) A topological space is metacompact (paracompact) 

if, and only if, every interior-preserving directed open cover of the 

space has a closure-preserving refinement by closed sets (whose interiors 

cover the space). 

Proof. Let J be the fine transitive quasi-uniformity of X. By 

Corollary 3.15 of [22], for each U € ¥J, the family {uB|B ¢ x} is 

interior-preserving and closed. On the other hand, by Theorem 3.14 of 

[22], if Uis an interior-preserving and open family of subsets of X 

and # is a closure-preserving and closed family of subsets of X, then 

‘DU and (pe)! are members of #7. It follows that the condition stated
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in the theorem is equivalent to the condition that %J is (strongly) 

presymmetric. The conclusion now follows from Corollary 1.1.10. CJ 

2. On metacompactness and product spaces 

Definition 1.2.1 ([25]) A cover I of X is a point-star F-refinement of a 

cover £ of X if for each x €X, there exists a finite subfamily £° of £ 

such that x € NL” and St(x,IN C UL’. 

By Theorem 3.6 of [25], a topological space is metacompact if, and 

only if, every open cover of the space has a semi-open point-star 

F-refinement. We now extend this result by showing that it is not 

necessary to find F-refinements for all open covers of a space. 

Definition 1.2.2 Let B be an ordinal number. A family {tle <B} of 

subsets of X is point-convex provided that for each x €X, the set 

{a < Blix € L3 is convex in the well-ordering of 8. A family £ of 

subsets of K is ordinally point-convex provided that for some ordinal 

number Y, we can represent £ in the form £ = {L, le < v} so that the 

resulting indexed family is point -convex. | 

Ordinally point-convex families are closely related to the pairs 

of chains of sets considered by H. Tamano in [50]. 

Note that every well-monotone family of sets is ordinally point- 

convex. 

Theorem 1.2.3 A topological space is metacompact if, and only if, 

every ordinally point-convex open cover of the space has a semi-open 

point-star F-refinement.
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Proof. A point-finite open refinement of a cover of a topological 

space is a semi-open point-star F-refinement cof the cover. Hence the 

condition is necessary. To prove sufficiency, assume that every 

ordinally point-convex open cover of X has a semi-open point-star 

F-refinement. Let U be an open cover of X. To show that U has a 

point-finite open refinement, represent UW in the form U = fu, |e < v}, 

where Y is an ordinal number. For each x € X, let w(x) be the least 

alement of the set fa < v]x € UL}. Let Yeo = say for each a < V, 

and let Uo = (U, gle <y}. The family Uy is an open cover of X. For 

each x € X, we have {a < |x € Uy 03 = {or < vlaz a(x)}; hence the 

family {Uy gle < y} is point-convex. We use induction on n to show 

that there exist families ue = fu, ,/ < y}, va = (Vy al < v} and L 

of subsets of X such that the following conditions are satisfied for 

every né€ WN: 

1° so is a semi-open point-star F-refinement of UieL' 

Oo oO 
= ~ £ < ¥. 2 Ve on Mo st aJon BoRmL ~ for every a v 

° oO 3 vu =LuUdvy)jJulu nu Asex~uy £ for 
Yn m=1 m7 a ,0 a+Llin-1 ( B<a B yn-1? ay J 

each a < Y. 

4° un = {Uy alo < y} is a point-convex open cover of X. 
3 

5° x € Uy Ge) yn for every x €X. 

To verify that the induction can be carried out, note that we 

have already defined Ug = {uy gle < y} so that 4° and 5° hold for n = 0. 

Now, let k € IN be such that we have already defined u, = fu, le < y} 

for each n < k so that 4° and 5° hold. It follows from the assumption 

we have made on X that Ue has a semi-open point-star F-refinement 2 
1 k’
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Conditions 2° and 3° define the open families ve = tv, lo < y} and 

UL = {U ae < y}. It remains to show that conditions 4° and 5° hold aw : 
> 

for n = k. To show that 5° holds, let x €X and let @ =a(x). If 

k k 
x € U (UV_), then x €U_ ,. Assume that x €U (UV_). Then x EV 

m a,k m a,k 
m=1 m=1 } 

and it follows, since x € U_, that x E Sce(x ~ U UY, 32.) As the 

cover £, is semi-open, we have x Ex ~ UT that is, x €U . 3 ~1? sk-l 
K Bea Pk Ba ® 

Let 6 < y be such that 6 #q@ and x € Us eet" We have x € Us Ke1~ 

k-1 
CU (wv? cu 
m=1 

5° holds forn=k-1,x €U, 

6.0 and it follows that 6 2a; hence 6 >@. Since condition 
> 

kel’ We have o9 < 6 and x € Uy er! Us ed 

consequently, as {U, eo IB < y} is a point-convex family, we have 
° k-1 

. < ‘~ Cc 3 Uya1, ger? For each B <e, x £ U; 4 and yy '~ ( uy) Us 9 
, k-1 ™ 

since x € (U (W_)), x F UU . Hencex €X~ U Uy, 
m1 =” Bcq P k-1 . B<a B ,k-1 

follows, since £, is a semi-open cover, that x € St(X ~U JU ay y°, 
k B<a B,k-1’ k 

nd 

x € 

and it 

We have x € Uy 0 and we have shown that x € Uys kel a 

x €Stx ~UU yo )°: hence x € U as is required. We have shown 
B<a B,k-1° k a,k 

that condition 5° holds for n= k. Consequently, the family U,. covers 

X. Since the families We and ve n= 0, ..., k - 1, consist of open 

sets, we see that the sets uy a < Y, are open. Hence to show that 
yk? 

condition 4° holds for n = k, it suffices to show that the family 

{u, 12 < y} is point-convex. Let x €X and let A= fo < vix E Uy ht 
3 k 3° 

TE x € U (WY? then A = Y and thus A is convex in Y. Assume that 
k m=1 

. = < ~ U L x FU WY) Then A = {a vix € Uy" Vat kei St (x pcy Bok=L? 7. 

We know that the family {U, 9/2 < y} is point-convex. The family 
> 

{u, ee 12 < y} is point-convex and it follows that the family 
>
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Ui4y 1/2 < y} has the same property. For all a < y and 6 < y, if 

~ ~ f° a <6, then St(X 38 U3 keL? £)° Cc st aca Pe kel? 1 . It follows 

that the family {se(xX ~ U UL ik- 1k "Je < vy} is point-convex. Thus 
B<a 

the set A is the intersection of three convex subsets of y; hence A is 

a convex subset of y. We have shown that the family fu, ,./2 < vy} is 

point-convex. Hence condition 4° holds forn =k. This completes the 

proof of the inductive step. 

Let Vv = U V_. We show that the family V covers X. Let x €X. 

n¢eN 
Denote by 56 the least ordinal w = y such that St(x,2 » U Up nel 

B=a 

for some n € N, and let h € N be such that St(x,t, Yo UYU i Note 
B=6 By h- 

that 6 < y, since £ is a point-star F-refinement of UL “1 for every 
h+1 

n€N. We show that x € U (UV_). Assume on the contrary that 
h+1 m=1 ™ 

x € U (Vv). Note that since St(x,L wD Cc UG >» we have 
m=1  ™ B<6 t 

h+1 

x £ St(x ~ vu Us ke 1h ) whenever B > 6. Since x € U (LY), it follows 

p’<6 m1" 
Ue, h whenever 8B 2 6; consequently, x Fue B hel’ Let B 

and St(x,£ 

"3, h- 

that x EU 

be a finite subset of Y such that x € fl U 

BEB 

Let v be the largest element of the set B. Then St(x,£ he aS 

Cc 
+2? Ys, h+1° UB ht+1 3 ca 

3ey UB h+1 

and it follows that 6 =v. This, however, is a contradiction since 

h+1 

Consequently, x € U (UY: We have 
m=1 

and x E YU YU, x €U . 
BS6 B ,b+1 Vv ,htl 

shown that the family V covers X. 

Next we show that each of the families ve n € WN, is point-finite. 

Let n € N and let x €X. Since zo is a point-star F-refinement of 

UW » there is a finite subset C of y such that St(x,l =) C UY 
n-1 gag BoBol’ 

Let D = = {a < v|x E Vy al To show that the family Vs is finite, it 
Qn 

suffices to show that DC C. Let@w €D. Then x € V [c sexe UU 2). 
ain By Byn-1
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Let y€X~ UY be such that x € St(y,f_). Then y € St(x,f)C 
gzq 8 ne] n Nn 

U U, . Let 6 €C be such that y € U . Since y €X~ UT 
pec Pont sol pda Pon-t 
we have 6 = @ and hence wv € C. We have shown that DC C; hence the 

family va is point-finite at x. 

Let Vo = @ and for each n € N, let Van = 0 OW), Since ¥ is an 

open cover of X, the family {v_|n € NN} is an open cover of X; moreover, 

this family is well-monotone and hence ordinally point-convex. Let £ 

be a semi-open point-star F-refinement of the cover {vIn € WH. Setting 

v. = Vi N sec ~ Vv, £)° for each n € IN , we see that the family -1? 
= n 

{vi |n € W} is a point-finite open cover of X. Let ve = {[vnv‘lve U ve 

m=1 

for each n € N, and let Vv’ = U V’. Then VY’ is a point-finite open 
n€N 

refinement of the cover Y. Since VY is a refinement of the cover U, the 

cover V° is a refinement of UW. We have shown that X is metacompact. CO 

Definition 1.2.4 A cover £ of X is an N-double cover if there exists 

a neighbornet U of X such that wc S£. The space X is N-doubly covered 

if every open cover of X is an N-double cover. 

Note that if a cover f has an n> -refinement, then £ is an N-double 

cover. Consequently, every orthocompact space is N-doubly covered. It 

follows from Proposition 2.2.12 below (see also Example 2.3.2 and 

Proposition 2.3.3) that an N-double cover of a topological space does 

not necessarily have an n*-refinement; however, the following result 

obtains. 

Lemma 1.2.5 Every open, ordinally point-convex N-double cover of a 

topological space has an n?-refinement .
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Proof. Let U = {u, lo < y} be an open, point-convex N-double cover of 

X. Let V be a neighbornet of X such that vc SU. For each x €X, 

let ®(x) be the least element of the seat {2 < v|x € ui}, and let 

Wix} = Uy ex) q vix}. In this way we define a neighbornet W of X. 

Let x €X. We show that Wefx}c uy Let y € we{x}. Then there 
(x) / 

exists z € W{x} such that y Ew{z}. We have z € Uy (x) and y € UL (z)? 
consequently Y(y) = a(z) Sa(x). Since y € We {x} C v'fx} Cc §t(x,U), 

there exists B < Y such that x € Uy and y € U, - We have a(y) = a(x) 28 

and it follows, since y € Y cy) q UB and since the set fo < ly € u,s 

is convex, that y € Uy (se) We have shown that W{x} uy By the 
(x) ° 

foregoing, Wis an n*-refinement of U. CO 

We now characterize metacompactness and paracompactness in terms 

of N-double coveredness. 

Theorem 1.2.6 A topological space is metacompact (paracompact) if, and 

only if, the space is N-doubly covered and every directed open cover 

of the space has a semi-open point-wise (local) star-refinement. 

Proof. Necessity is trivial. 

Sufficiency. We prove first the assertion concerning metacompactness. 

Let X be an N-doubly covered space such that every directed open cover 

of X has a semi-open point-wise star-refinement. We use Theorem 1.2.3 

to show that X is metacompact. Let U be an ordinally point-convex 

open cover of X. Since X is N-doubly covered, it follows from Lemma 

1.2.5 that there exists a neighbornet V of X such that V is an 

2 . . . . 
No-refinement of WU. Let £ be a semi-open point-wise star-refinement
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of the directed open cover (ay)* of X, and let W= SL. Then W is 

a neighbornet of X. We have we = §£ and it follows that for each x € X, 

there exists a finite subset A of X such that woi{x}e VA. By Lemma 

1.1.5, the family QW is a point-wise W-refinement of the family ay". 

Since V is an n?-refinement of the cover U, the family QW is a point- 

wise W-refinement of WU. It follows that QW is a point-star F-refinement 

of WU. Since W is a neighbornet, QW is a semi-open cover of X. We 

have shown that X satisfies the condition of Theorem 1.2.3; hence X is 

metacompact. 

To prove the assertion concerning paracompactness, assume that X 

is N-doubly covered and that every directed open cover of X has a 

semi-open local star-refinement. It follows from the first part of the 

proof that X is metacompact. According to Corollary 2.11.1 of [30], 

to prove that X is paracompact, it suffices to establish the following 

condition: whenever Mis a locally finite family of subsets of X, there 

exists an open family fucm)|™ € mM} such that for each M € I, we have 

M cC U(M) and for each x € X, there exists V € 1. such that the family 

{M é nl Uap Nv #6} is finite. Assume that Mis locally finite. For 

each In” Cc In, let vin’) = x ~ U{mM[M E M~ m’}. The family ¥ = {v(m’)|n’Cm 

and IN” is finite} is open and directed. Since Nis locally finite, 

VY covers X. Let £ be a semi-open local star-refinement of VY. For each 

Meth, let U(mM) = St (M,£)°. We show that the open family {uc |MeE m 

has the required properties. Since the cover J is semi-open, we have 

MC U@) for each MEM Let x €X. Since £ is a local star-refinement 

of Y, there exists a neighborhood W of x and a finite subfamily mn” of Ih 

such that St(W,£) C vin’). For each ME M~ MN’, we have St(W,f£) N M= ¢g
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and hence Wf U(M) = ¢. It follows that {M € infw Nua #¢}cCmM. We 

have shown that the family {UCM |M € WM} has the required properties. O 

Note that according to Corollary 3.5 of [22] and Lemma 3.9 of [25], 

an open cover of a topological space has a semi-open point-wise (local) 

star-refinement if, and only if, the cover has a cushioned (and open) 

refinement. 

We translate a part of Theorem 1.2.6 into the terminology of 

neighbornets. 

Corollary 1.2.7 A topological space is metacompact if, and only if, the 

space is f-doubly covered and every directed open cover of the space 

-1 
has anf -refinement. 

Proof. The proof follows directly from Theorem 1.2.6 since an open 

cover of a topological space has a semi-open point-wise star-refinement 

if, and only if, the cover has an nv refinement (see [22], Section 3a). O 

We are now ready to characterize metacompactness in terms of N-double 

coveredness of certain product spaces. 

Theorem 1.2.8 A subspace X of a regular compact space K is metacompact 

if, and only if, the product space X X K is N-doubly covered. 

Proof. Since every metacompact space is f-doubly covered, necessity of 

the condition follows from the result that the product of a metacompact 

space with a compact space is metacompact (see e.g. [12], Example 5.3.H). 

Sufficiency. Let K be a regular compact space and let X be a subspace of 

K such that the product space X X K is N-doubly covered. Then the
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subspace X is N-doubly covered. By Corollary 12.7, to show that X is 

metacompact it suffices to show that every directed open cover of X 

has an n> refinement. Let G be a directed open cover of X. Since X 

is a subspace of K, there exists a family U of open subsets of K such 

that © = {uN x|u €U}. Let V = UU, and let KY = K~V. The set V is 

open in K and hence the set K° is closed and compact as a subspace of K. 

Since K is a regular space, there exists a family Ww of open subsets of 

K such that Ub = V and WC V for each W €W. It is easily seen that the 

family V = {x x v} ULNA W) xX (Ke W){W € Ww} is an open cover of the 

product space X X K. Since the space X X K is N-doubly covered, there 

exists an open neighbornet N of X X K such that ne Cc SY. Denote by p 

the projection map X X K° ~X. Since K’ is a compact space, the map p 

is closed (see e.g. [12], Theorem 3.1.6). It follows that we can define 

a neighbornet M of X be setting M{x} = K ~ p(X x K’ ~ N( gx} xX K’)) for 

each x €X. 

We show that M is an n”  yefinement of ©. Let x €X. It is easily 

seen that the set L = fh E K| (x ,h) € N({x} xX K’)} is a closed, and hence 

compact, subset of K. We have LC V and it follows that LC G for some 

Gé ue Since @ = {UN x|U € UW} and © is a directed family, we have 

LMXCO for some 0 €G. Consequently, to show that Mw fe} CO for 

some.0 €@, it suffices to show that Mw fx} CL. Assume on the contrary 

that wo fey GL, and let y € wt} ~ L. Since y EL, there exists 

k € K’ such that (x,y) € N{(x,k)}. Since y € ue {xt we have x €M{y} 

and hence {x} x K°C nify} X K’). Consequently, there exists h € K* 

such that (x,k) € nf (y,h)}. Note that (x,y) € N“{(y,h) }. Since Ne Cc SY, 

there exists Q € ¥ such that {(x,y),(y,h)} CQ. We have Q #X XV,
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because h E V, and hence there exists W € W such that Q = K&N W) X (KW. 

But then {(x,y),(y,h)}cow X KK ~ W) and this is impossible. It follows 

that uw {x}c L and hence that Mw {x}c 0 for some 0 €G. We have 

shown that the neighbornet M is an not vefinement of 6. OC 

Replacing "N-doubly covered" by "orthocompact" in the above theorem, 

we have the result of Theorem 3.1 of [23]. 

Note that Theorem 1.2.8 makes it possible to exhibit many spaces 

that are not N-doubly covered. For example, since the ordinal space , 

is not metacompact (see [12], Theorem 5.3.2 and Example 5.1.21), the 

product space W, X (w, + 1) is not N-doubly covered (in [45], B. M. Scott 
1 

showed that this product space is not orthocompact). 

If X is a Tychonoff space and if we take K = BX in the previous 

theorem, then we have the following result. - 

Corollary 1.2.9 A Tychonoff space X is metacompact if, and only if, 

the product space X X BX is N-doubly covered. 

A similar characterization has been obtained by H. Tamano for 

paracompactness of a Tychonoff space. According to Tamano's result, a 

Tychonoff space X is paracompact if, and only if, the product space 

X X BX is normal ((49]). 

The fine quasi-uniformity of a topological space has the Lebesgue 

property if, and only if, every open cover of the space has a normal 

N-refinement. Consequently, the following result obtains. 

Corollary 1.2.10 A Tychonoff space X is metacompact if, and only if, 

the product space X X BX has a compatible quasi-uniformity with the 

Lebesgue property.



CHAPTER ITI 

GENERALIZATIONS OF ORTHOCOMPACTNESS 

In this chapter, we study three covering properties that are 

weaker than the property of orthocompactness. The weakest of these 

properties, N-double coveredness, has already been introduced in 

Chapter 1. The other two, normal N-refinability and regular N-refinability, 

are defined by requiring that every open cover of a topological space 

has a normal N-refinement or a regular N-refinement, respectively. That 

these properties are generalizations of orthocompactness is evident from 

the observation that a topological space is orthocompact if, and only if, 

every open cover of the space has an N =refinement. 

In terms of quasi-uniformities, the relation between normal 

N-refinability and orthocompactness is the following: a topological 

space is normally N-refinable (orthocompact) if, and only if, the fine 

(transitive) quasi-uniformity of the space has the Lebesgue property. 

In the first section of this chapter we study normally N-refinable 

spaces and we show that every countably metacompact quasi-metrizable 

space is normally N-refinable. This result and a recent example due to 

J. Kofner show that normal N-refinability is a strictly weaker property 

than orthocompactness. 

In the second section of the chapter we study regularly N-refinable 

spaces. We show that a topological space is metacompact if, and only if, 

the space is regularly N-refinable and semi-metacompact. As is evident 

from the name we have chosen for regular N-refinability, this property is 

related to the property of regular refinability. We show that a topolo- 

gical space is regularly refinable if, and only if, the space is regularly 

35
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N-refinable and doubly covered. Using regular N-refinability and some 

results of H. Corson and §. Peregudov, we answer a question of 

J. Mansfield by showing that there exist doubly covered spaces that 

are not regularly refinable; we show that one such space is the space 

Fo constructed by A. H. Stone to show that an uncountable product of 

infinite discrete spaces is not normal. 

In the last section of this chapter we study the behaviour of 

orthocompactness and its generalizations under closed, continuous 

mappings. It follows from Theorem 1.2.8 that none of the covering 

properties considered in this chapter is inversely preserved by closed, 

continuous mappings, or even by perfect mappings. G. Gruenhage has 

recently constructed an example to show that the continuous image of 

an orthocompact space under a closed mapping is not necessarily ortho- 

compact; the same example shows that regular refinability, regular 

N-refinability and normal N-refinability fail to be preserved by closed, 

continuous mappings. We present a simplified version of Gruenhage's 

example. We show that a continuous image of an N-doubly covered space 

under a closed mapping is N-doubly covered. We also show that a 

continuous image of an orthocompact space under a closed mapping is 

orthocompact provided that either the space is submetacompact or the 

topology of the space has an orthobase. 

1. Orthocompactness and normal N-refinability 

Definition 2.1.1 A topological space X is normally N-refinable if 

every open cover of X has a normal N-refinement. The space X is normally 

on-refinable if for every open cover WU of X, there exists a sequence
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(v) of normal neighbornets of X such that for each x € X, we have 

v ix} ¢ U for some n € N and some U € WU. 

Since the fine quasi-uniformity Fy of X consist of all normal 

neighbornets of X, we see that X is normally N-refinable if, and only 

if, Ay has the Lebesgue property. 

Lemma 2.1.2 A space X is normally of-refinable if, and only if, for 

every open cover UW of X, there exists a normal sequence Ww? of 

neighbornets of X such that for every x € X, we have Wiix} S U for 

some n € WN and some U € WU. 

Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. To prove that the. 

condition is necessary, assume that X is normally oN-refinable. Let 

U be an open cover of X. Then there exists a sequence (v? of normal 

neighbornets of X such that for each x € X, we have v {x} U for some 

n € N and some U €U. For every n € N, there exists a normal 

sequence (Ve kel of neighbornets of X such that Vn = ve Let 

Wo = nfiv, ./m s nand k =n} for everyn € N. It is easily seen that 

(Ww is a normal sequence of neighbornets of X. Moreover, we have 

Wc Vv, for every n € N. It follows that the sequence (Ww? has the 

properties required in the lemma. 

Proposition 2.1.3 A-countably metacompact normally ol-refinable space 

is normally N-refinable. 

This proposition is proved by taking F = X in the following lemma. 

Lemma 2.1.4 Let X be a normally of-refinable space. If X has a
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countably metacompact, closed Gs -subspace F such that the subspace 

X ~ F is a normally N-refinable, then X is normally N-refinable. 

Proof. Assume that F is a subspace of X with the properties stated 

in the lemma. To show that X is normally N-refinable, let WU be an open 

cover of X. By Lemma 2.1.2, there exists a normal sequence (Ww of 

neighbornets of X such that for every x € X, we have W tx) <= U for some 

mn € IN and some U €U. For each x €X, let n(x) be the least n € N 

such that W ix} CU for some U € U. For each n € N 5» Let 

DO = Wis € X|n(x) =n}. Note that if x € a, for some n € N, then 

there exists z € X and U € U such that x € Wat? } and wiz} CU; since 

(wi is a normal sequence, we have Wits! Cc w {fz}, and hence n(x) = mt+l. 

Let § = {p_|n € Ws. The family § is an open cover of X and it 

follows, since the subspace F is countably metacompact, that there 

exists a point-finite open cover {L_|n € W} of the subspace F such 

that La c De for every n € N. Since F is a G,-subset of X, there 

exists a sequence (ce) of open subsets of X such that F = f eo 
n€N 

= Cc we may assume that G, X and Get Ga for every n €N. Let 

BEO=u¥ (6 ~ F) for each n € WN, and let € = {gz |[n € WN}. It is 

easily seen that € is a point-finite open cover of X. For every x €X, 

denote by m(x) the largest element of the set {m € N [x € Eat Note 

that if y € NE)» then m(y) = m(x). 

Since the subspace X ~ F is normally N-refinable, there exists a 

normal sequence (R > of neighbornets of X ~ F such that for every 

x €X~ F, we have R, {x} CU for some U € U. We extend the neighbornets 

RR, of KX ~ F to neighbornets vo of X by setting V_uxs = Rix} for every
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x €X ~ F and Vix} =X for every x € F. Note that the sequence (Vv? 

is normal, since Vix = R {x} CX. F for alln €N andx €X~F. 

Let Qn = Va Q We for every n € N. Since the sequences (Vv) and (Ww? 

are normal, so is the sequence (QQ). 

For every n € N, define a neighbornet Po of X by setting 

P {x} = Ne), n Qa(xen te} for all n € N and x €X. We show that 

(P) is a normal sequence. Let x € X and let n € N. To show that 

2 2 . 
Pees P {x}, let y € Pix}: Then there exists z € Pix} such 

Cc that y € P eyez We have z € NE) and consequently, NE), NE). 

and m(z) 2 m(x). Also, z €Q {x} and hence Qn(z)ent1t2 3S 
m(x)+n+1 

Qa(e)enet2} S Qn(x)anle st It follows that Pt?! = Ne), n Qn (z) enti '23 

oN), N Qadeant®} = Pp ixt, and hence that y € P {x}. We have 

shown that pe {xtc P ix}. It follows that (P ) is a normal sequence 

l is a normal neighbornet. We show that Pi is an N-refinement 

of U. Let x €X. If x €X ~ F, then Piix} c R, tx} and hence Pi{x}ou 

and that P 

for some U € WU. Assume that x € F. Let n € WN be such that x € Li 

We have x € LS dD. so that n(x) = m+l. Moreover, x € LS EL so that 

< < - 1, c c n = m(x). Consequently, n(x) = m(x) +1. We have P {x} Qe) 41 *} 

Cc . eo aae 
Wacx)¢1t*) Waxy t*! and it follows from the definition of the number 

n(x) that Pix} c U for some U € U. We have shown that Pi is an 

N-refinement of WU. | C] 

Every quasi-metrizable space has ‘a normal, basic sequence of 

neighbornets ([43]), and such a space is thus normally of-refinable; 

hence the result of Proposition 2.1.3 yields the following corollary. 

Corollary 2.1.5 A countably metacompact quasi-metrizable space is
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normally N-refinable. 

In [28], J. Kofmer has constructed a countably metacompact (in 

fact, perfect) quasi-metrizable space T’ that is not orthocompact. From 

Corollary 2.1.5 it follows that tT” is normally N-refinable. Hence 

we see that normal N-refinability is a strictly weaker property than 

orthocompactness. 

The space T mentioned above was obtained by Kofner as a special 

case of a construction that yields for any quasi-metric space (X,d) 

another quasi-metric space (x7 a¥) such that if the space X is not 

non-archimedeanly quasi-metrizable (i.e. if X does not have a o-interior- 

preserving base for its topology; see [17]), then the space XY is not 

O-orthocompact. The space T had been constructed earlier by Kofner 

([27]) as an example of a quasi-metrizable space that is not non- 

archimedeanly quasi-metrizable; applying the v-construction to the 

space T, Kofner solved a problem in the theory of quasi-metrizable 

spaces by producing a quasi-metrizable space that is not o-orthocompact. 

We refer the reader to [28] for a description of the v-construction. 

For our purpose here, it suffices to know that for any quasi-metric 

space (X,d), the space x” can be represented as a disjoint union 

x” = FU UU, where each UL is an open-closed set homeomorphic to 

X and F is discrete (Theorem 1 of [28]). The set F is clearly a closed 

Ge~set, and it is obvious that if X normally N-refinable, then the 

disjoint sum U Ue of copies of X is normally N-refinable. These 
n=1 

observations and Lemma 2.1.4 yield the following result. 

Proposition 2.1.6 Let (%,d) be a quasi-metric space. If the space X
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is normally N-refinable, then the space XY is normally N-refinable. 

2. Regularly N-refinable spaces 

Definition 2.2.1 Let £ be a cover of X. A regular refinement of £ 

is a cover N of X such that for all N €N and N’ Eh, if NNN’ #9, 

then NUN’ CL for some L € £. The space X is regularly refinable 

if every open cover of X has an open regular refinement. 

Remark. Regular refinements first appeared in a condition of the 

Alexandroff-Urysohn metrization theorem ([1]). In [33], regular 

refinements are called 2-star refinements and regularly refinable spaces 

are called 2-fully normal. For some results concerning regularly 

refinable spaces, see [33] and [55]. 

The above definition has the following analogue in terms of 

neighbornets. 

Definition 2.2.2 Let £ be a cover of X. A regular N-refinement of 
  

£ is a neighbornet V of X such that if x € X and y € vix}, then 

vix} U viy} CL for some L €£. The space X is regularly N-refinable 
  

if every open cover of X has a regular N-refinement. 

If a cover has an open regular refinement, then the cover has a 

regular N-refinement. Indeed, if an open cover © of X is a regular 

refinement of a cover £ of X, then we obtain a regular N-refinement V 

for £ by choosing V{x} from (G) for each x € X. Consequently, every 

regularly refinable space is regularly N-refinable. Also, it is clear 

2 . . . 
that an N”-refinement of a cover is a regular N-refinement of the cover;
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it follows that every normally N-refinable space is regularly 

N-refinable. On the other hand, it is easily seen that if Vis a 

regular N-refinement of a cover £, then ve S£ so that £ is an 

N-double cover. Consequently, every regularly N-refinable space is 

N-doubly covered. 

The following lemmas give some simple, but useful properties of 

regular \l-refinements and regularly N-refinable spaces. 

Lemma 2.2.3 Let V be a regular N-refinement of a cover L of X and for 

each L € £, let N(L) = {x € X|v{x} ¢ L}. Then the family {N(L) |L € £} 

is a semi-open cover of X. 

Proof. Let Nh = {w(L)|L € £3, and let x €X. We show that v{x} C St(x,h). 

Let y € Vix}. Since V is a regular N-refinement of £, there exists L € £ 

such that Vix} Uviy}c¢ L. Then {x,y} Cc N(L) and hence y € St(x,N). We 

have shown that U{x} C St(x,N). It follows that N is a semi-open cover 

of X. CI 

Lemma 2.2.4 Let U be an open cover of a regularly N-refinable space X. 

Then there exists a neighbornet W of X such that for all x € X and y €X, 

if wef} n woify} #$, then W{x} UWly} CU for some U €u. 

Proof. Let V be a regular N-refinement of U, and let W be a regular 

N-refinement of the open cover av of X. We may assume that WC V. To 

show that W has the required property, let x € X and y € X be such that 

wef} n woity} #@. Let z € weifx} nN woi{y}. Then x € Wiz} and it 

follows, since W is a regular N-refinement of GV, that there exists 

u € X such that W{z}U Wix} ¢ V{u}. We have y € wiz} c vu} and it 

follows, since V is a regular N-refinement of U, that there exists U € U
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such that V{u} U vfy}C U. Then Wix} U Wiy}c vfu} U Viy}CU. We 

have shown that the neighbornet W has the property required in the 

lemma. Co 

We now characterize metacompactness and regular refinability in 

terms of regular N-refinability. 

Definition 2.2.5 A family G of open subsets of X is open-finite if 

for every non-empty open subset U of X, the family {G € gluc G} is 

finite. The space X is semi-metacompact if every open cover of X has 

an open-finite refinement. 

. Remark. These concepts were introduced by S. Peregudov in [42]. Peregudov 

called semi-metacompact spaces semi-paracompact; the name semi-metacompact 

has been suggested by P. Fletcher and W. Lindgren. 

Clearly, every point-finite family of open sets is open-finite. 

Peregudov showed in [42] that if an open-finite cover has an interior- 

preserving open refinement, then the cover has a point-finite open 

refinement; this result can be extended as follows. 

Lemma 2.2.6 An open-finite cover of a topological space has a point- 

finite open (semi-open) refinement if, and only if, the cover has an 

n?-refinement (a regular N-refinement). 

Proof. Necessity. Let WU be an open cover of X. If VY is a point-finite 

open refinement of U, then DV is an n* -refinement of U. Let £ be a 

point-finite semi-open refinement of WU. For each L € £, let UCL) € U 

be such that LC U(L). Define a neighbornet V of X by setting for each x,
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vix} = st(x,Z) MN (Nf{ucL)|L € (£),}). We show that V is a regular 

N-refinement of W. Let x €X and let y € v{x}. Then y € St(x,£) and 

hence there exists L € £ such that x €L and y €L. Then L € (S) 9), 

and consequently V{x} U vfy} © U(L). We have shown that V is a regular 

N-refinement of WU. 

Sufficiency. Let V be a regular N-refinement of an open-finite cover 

G of X. Let N(G) = {x € x|v{x} CG} for each G € G, and let 

n= {n(G)|G €G}s. Since the family G is open-finite, the family N is 

point-finite. For each G €G, we have N(G) C G. By Lemma 2.2.3, the 

family is a semi-open cover of X. Consequently, N is a point-finite 

semi-open refinement of G. Note that if v*{x} C N(G) for some x €X 

and G €G, then Vix} c N(G). It follows that if V is an n*-refinement 

of G, then the point-finite open family {Int n|N En} is a cover and 

hence a refinement of G. , CO 

We now factor metacompactness into two weaker properties. 

Theorem 2.2.7 A topological space is metacompact if, and only if, the 

space is semi-metacompact and regularly N-refinable. 

Proof. Necessity is trivial and sufficiency follows from Lemma 2.2.6 

and the result of [24] that a topological space is metacompact if every 

open cover of the space has a point-finite semi-open refinement. C 

Corollary 2.2.8 Every semi-metacompact regularly refinable space is 

paracompact. 

Proof. By a result of [9], every regularly refinable space is collection- 

wise normal. The conclusion now follows from Theorem 2.2.7 and the result
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of Michael and Nagami that every metacompact, collectionwise normal 

space is paracompact. CO 

Next we characterize regular refinability in terms of regular nh- 

refinability and the following property. 

Definition 2.2.9 An open cover @ of X is doubly open if there exists 

an open cover U of X such that stuc SG. The space X is doubly covered 

if every open cover of X is doubly open. 

Remark. Doubly covered spaces were first considered by H. Cohen in [9]. 

Cohen showed that every doubly covered space is collectionwise normal. 

He also showed that a I, -space X is doubly covered if, and only if, the 

collection of all neighborhoods of the diagonal of X xX X forms a compatible 

uniformity for X. In [33], doubly covered spaces are called almost 

2-fully normal. 

Note that if a cover N is a regular refinement of a cover £, then 

snc S£. Consequently, every regularly refinable space is doubly 

covered. On the other hand, it is obvious that every doubly covered 

space is N-doubly covered. 

Regular refinability allows the following factorization 

Theorem 2.2.10 A topological space is regularly refinable if, and only 

if, the space is doubly covered and regularly N-refinable. 

Proof. We have already observed that the condition is necessary. To 

prove that it is sufficient, let X be a doubly covered regularly 

N-refinable space. Let UW be an open cover of X. By Lemma 2.2.4, there 

exists a neighbornet W of X such that for all x € XK and y €X, if
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wei {x} A Ww f{y} # $, then Wix} UWf{y} CU for some U € U. Denote by bb 

the open cover Qi of X. Since X is doubly covered, there exists an open 

cover V of X such that svc Sly. For each x € X, let V.. be a member of 

the family V) 2 and let 0. = V. q Wix}. Let 6 = fo |x € X} and note that 

© is an open cover of X. We show that 6 is a regular refinement of WU. 

Let x €X and y € X be such that 0. A 0, #6. Then y € st? (x,V) and 

it follows, since s°y c Sl, that there exists z €X such that x € W{z} | 

and y € W{z}. We have z ew {x} a woi{y} and hence wits} n wif{y} # Q. 

Since 0.5 wix} and OS wix}, we have 0. U 0, C U.for some U €U. We 

have shown that 6 is a regular refinement of \. C 

Corollary 2.2.11 Every doubly covered orthocompact space is regularly 
  

refinable. 

J. Mansfield asked in [33] whether every doubly covered space is 

regularly refinable. We now use the results above to show that the 

answer to Mansfield's question is in the negative. 

Let {x, |i € 1} be a family of topological spaces. In [10], 

H. Corson defines the X-product of the spaces Xo i €1, with a base 

point {p.). €I1 X, to be the subspace of the product space II X, 
ii. i . i 

L€l i€l 
consisting of all those ix.) €ll X, for which x, # p, at most for 

if LEI L L 1 

countably many i € I. Corson showed in [10] that any S-product of 

separable complete metric spaces is doubly covered; he also noted that 

no uncountable XL-product of non-trivial T,~spaces is paracompact (see 
1 

the remarks following Theorem 4 of [10]; we call a space non-trivial if 

it has at least two points). These results can be sharpened as follows.
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Proposition 2.2.12 (i) Any Z-product of separable metric spaces is 

doubly covered. 

(ii) No uncountable L-product of non-trivial T,-spaces is regularly 
1 

N-refinable. 

Proof. (i). By the Corollary to Theorem 1 of [29], any U-product of 

separable metric spaces is normal; in light of this result, completeness 

is not needed in the proof of Corson's result that any X-product of 

separable complete metric spaces is doubly covered (Theorem 3 of [10]). © 

(ii). Let {x, [3 € I} be an uncountable family of non-trivial T)-spaces, 

and let (p54 € Xs Denote by & the 2-product of the spaces Xs iéI, 

with the base point (py: To -show that the space 2 is not regularly 

N-refinable, assume on the contrary that Z has this property. For each 

i €I, let Ky € Xx, be such that X, # Py» and let Y, be the subspace 

(p, »x,} of X,- Denote by =° the Z-product of the spaces Ys i € 1, with 

base point (p,),- It is known (see e.g. [10]) that any L-product of 

compact T.-spaces is countably compact; hence =’ is countably compact. 
1 

The space =° is a closed subspace of %; consequently, wis regularly 

h-refinable. It follows from Assertions E and F of [42] that the 

topology of =” has an open-finite base; hence S’ is semi-metacompact. 

It follows from Theorem 2.2.7 that 0° is metacompact. Since =° is 

metacompact and countably compact, =” is compact, by Theorem 4 of [2]. 

On the other hand, if we let U, = {y,>, Eg Z‘ly, = P,! for each j € 1, 

then it is easily seen that the family (u, | € I} is an open cover of 5” 

which has no finite subcover. This contradiction shows that the space 

x is not regularly N-refinable. 0
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It is not known whether every Z-product of metric spaces is doubly 

covered, but M. E. Rudin has recently announced a related result that 

any such L-product is normal ([44]). 

If we replace "regularly N-refinabie" by "orthocompact" in part 

(ii) of the above theorem, we have a result of B. Scott's ([45], Example 

4.3). 

According to the above theorem, any uncountable 2-product of non- 

trivial separable metric spaces serves as an example of a doubly 

covered space that is not regularly refinable; moreover, if we choosa 

the factors of the D-product to be compact, we have an example of such 

a space which is also countably compact. We now show that there exists 

a doubly covered space which is not regularly refinable but which has 

a compatible complete uniformity. 

Example 2.2.13 The space Fy: 

Let I be an uncountable set and for each i € 1, let Ze be a copy 

of the integers equipped with the discrete topology. Let Fy be the 

subspace of the product space [1 Z, consisting of all those (z.) € TZ. 
. i i’t . i 
L€I i€l 

for which Zz, =n at most for one i € I whenever n # 0. The space Fo was 

constructed by A. H. Stone in [48], in connection with his proof that 

an uncountable product of copies of the integers is not normal. 

Note that Fy is a closed subspace of [I Z. and that Fo is contained 

i€l 
in the X-product of the spaces Zs i € 1, with base point (0) 53 

consequently, by Corson's results, F. is a doubly covered space. Corson 
0 

also observed in [10] that F, has a compatible complete uniformity, and 
0 

he showed that Fo is not paracompact. P. Fletcher and W. Lindgren have 

shown that the topology of F, has an open-finite base; hence F. is 
0 0
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is 
0 

not regularly refinable, am it follows from Theorem 2.2.10 that F 

semi-metacompact. These results and Corollary 2.2.8 show that F 

0 

is not even regularly N-refinable. In particular, as has been shown by 

Fletcher and Lindgren, F. is not orthocompact. 
0 

For the sake of completeness, we include here a proof of the result 

of Fletcher and Lindgren that the topology of F, has an open-finite base. 
0 

For every LO Ix Z, let BL = (x5) 4 S Folx,-n for every (j,n) € L}. 

Since Fy is a subspace of the product space I Z,; the family 
i€I 

= fs. [uc I X Z and L is finite} is a base for the topology of Fo: 

To show that & is open-finite, let L be a finite subset of I X Z such that 

the set Bo is not empty. We show that for every TC I X Z, if BS Bos 

then TC L. Assume on the contrary that there exists TC I X Z such that 

BLS 5. but TZ L. Let (j,m) €T~L. The set {o,m} U {n € Z| (isn) EL 

for some i € I} is finite and hence there is an integer k that is not in 

this set. Let (x.)5 be an element of B Let ys = k and for every L 

i € re {5}, let y, = %; if x # k and let y;, = 0 if x = k. Then it is 

easily seen that (y4?z E BL ~ B This contradiction shows that we 

have T C L whenever BS Ban Since the set L is finite, it follows that 

the family {B € |B, CS B} is finite. We have shown that B is open- 

finite. Cl 

3. Closed images of orthocompact spaces 

We start this section by giving an example of an orthocompact, 

regularly refinable space that admits a closed, continuous mapping onto 

a space that is not regularly N-refinable. Our example is a modification 

of an example recently constructed by G. Gruenhage to show that
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orthocompactness is not preserved under closed, continuous mappings. 

Gruenhage's example, as well as our modification of this example, is 

built using the countable ordinals. To present the example, we need a 

result concerning the space of all countable ordinals. 

As usual, w, denotes the first uncountable ordinal. Then OF is the 

set of all countable ordinals, and this set is well-ordered by the 

membership relation. We make oO, into a topological space by equipping 

it with the order topology (see e.g. [12], Problem 1.7.4). Ifa € > 

then the sets (@@ ~ 8) U {a}, 8 €@, form a neighborhood basis at the 

point a in the space WO) 

Lemma 2.3.1 The product space Oo, xX W, is countably compact, orthocompact 

and regularly refinable. 

Proof. It is well known that W, is a countably compact first countable 

space (see e.g. Examples 3.1.27 and 3.10.16 of [12]). It follows from 

Corollary 3.10.15 of [12] that w, X w, is countably compact. By 
1 

Lemma 3.9 of [45], w, X W, is orthocompact. Moreover, from the proofs 
1 

of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 of [45] it can be seen that every open cover of 

WX Wy has an open refinement of the form U V_ where for each s € 5S, 

. s&s 
the family Vs is monotone and (wo) q (Ww) = @ for every s° €S ~ {s}; 

such a refinement is clearly a regular refinement. It follows that 

w, xX W 1 1 is regularly refinable. C 

Example 2.3.2 A space X such that X is not regularly N-refinable and X 

is a continuous image of W, x a under a closed mapping. 

Denote by L the set of all limit ordinals in w Let S be the 1 

subspace {@ + tla € w,3 of o, consisting of all successor ordinals.
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1” {0} US UL. The subspace § of w, is discrete. Denote 

by S the one-point compactification of S, where 0 is used as the "point 

Note that w 

in infinity" (see e.g. [12], Theorem 3.5.11), and denote by X the product 

space Ss” x ®,- 

We show that X is not regularly N-refinable. For eacha € 8, 

we shall denote by u the set (s* ~ {a }) xX @u fot). Then the family 

U= fu, |e € sg} is an open cover of X. We show that U does not have a 

regular N-refinement. Assume on the contrary that there exists a 

neighbornet V of X such that V is a regular N-refinement of WU. Let 

M, = {x € x|v{x} © U,} for each a € S, and let N= fu, |e € s}. It 

follows from Lemma 2.2.3 that the family Mis a semi-open cover of X.. 

1° Let a € O) Then 

there exists a finite subset A of S such that (s™ ~ A) X fa} c Vi(O,a)}. 

We show that MN is point-finite at the set {0} x w 

* 
Tf Bis a point of S such that (0,a~) € M > then (S_ ~ A) x fa} c U, = 

(s" ~ {83) x @U {B }) and consequently, 3” ~AC Ss" ~ ip}, that is, 

B € A. It follows that the family CM) 69) is contained in the finite 

family (4, |8 € A}. We have shown that the family mM is point-finite 

7 Note that the projection map from {0} x W, onto 

W, is a homeomorphism. Consequently, if we let Ly = {B € w, | (0,8) em} 

at the set {0} xX w 

for each a € 8, then the family £ = {tle € 8S} is a point-finite 

semi-open cover of W For each a € 5S, we have Loe U {a} and the L 

subspace @ U fo} of w, is closed and bounded, hence compact. It follows 

from Corollary 2.3 of [24] that the space w, is metacompact. This, 
1 

however, is a contradiction since every countably compact metacompact 

space is compact, according to Theorem 4 of [2], while it is well known 

that the space 0) is not compact (see e.g. [12], Example 3.10.16). It
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follows that X is not regularly N-refinable. 

It remains to show that X is a continuous image of 0) x w, under 

a closed mapping. Define a mapping f : 5 Xx ao) - xX by setting 

f@,8) = @,8) if@ €S and f@,8) = (0,8) if@ €LU {0}. We show 

that f is continuous. First observe that S xX Oy is an open subspace 

of we X W 
Ll 1 

phism onto a subspace of X. Hence to show that £ is continuous, it 

and that the restriction of f to this subspace is a homeomor- 

suffices to show that for every open subset U of X, if (@,B) € 7+) and 

a €LU {0}, then ety) is a neighborhood of (@,8) in 0, x ws: Let 

UC X be open and let @,8) € ecu) be such that a € LU {0}. Then 

f(a,B) = (0,8) and hence (0,8) € U. It follows that there exists 

Y €B8 and a finite set AC S such that if we let H = (s” ~A)x[@~y U StL 

then HC U. - We have £1 (H) = (w, ~ A) xX [® ~ ¥) U {B8}] and this set is 

clearly a neighborhood of, (2,8) in wy X W,- We have shown that the 

mapping f is continuous. Now it is easily seen that f is also closed. 

First observe that X is a Fréchet-space (that is, whenever D C X and 

x € D, then di? x for some sequence (a) of points of D). Clearly, 

X is a Hausdorff-space. Since Ww, X Oo, is a countably compact space 
1 

and the map f: O, x wo 7 X is continuous, it follows from Remark (i) of 

[51] that f is a closed mapping. Obviously, f maps W, X W, onto X. We 

have shown that X is a continuous image of Wy x 5 under a closed 

mapping. C] 

Using the Pressing Down Lemma (see e.g. [45], Lemma 3.4), it can be 

shown that the space X in the above example is doubly covered; hence this 

space provides us with an example of a locally compact doubly covered 

space that is not regularly refinable.
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Since every orthocompact space is normally N-refinable, and every 

normally N-refinable space is regularly N-refinable, the preceding example 

shows that neither normal N-refinability nor regular N-refinability is 

preserved under closed, continuous mappings; the following result, 

however, does obtain. 

Proposition 2.3.3 A continuous image of an l-doubly covered space under 

a closed mapping is N-doubly covered. 

Proof. Let X be an N-doubly covered space and let f be a closed and 

_ continuous mapping from X onto a space Y. To show that Y is N-doubly 

covered, let UW be an open cover of Y. Then the family V = fet) [u eu} 

is an open cover of KX. Let W be a neighbornet of X such that Ww Cc syY. 

Since f is a closed mapping, we can define a neighbornet Q of Y by setting 

Qty} = VY. £K ~ we “{y})) for each y € Y. We show that ge c su. Let 

y € Y, and let v € Q*fy}. Then there exists u € Q{y} such that v € Qfu}. 

Let x be an element of the set eo fy}, Since v € Qfu}, we have 

g f{y}c we fut. Consequently, there exists z € e {u} such that 

x €W{z}. Since u € Q{y}, we have go tut]e we fy} and thus there 

exists r € ety} such that z € wir}. We have x € w{r} and it follows, 

since we SV, that there exists U € WU such that {x,r} C et eu). 

Consequently, {f(x),f(r)} C U, that is, iv,y} CU. Hence v € St(y,U). 

We have shown that Qe c su. Ol 

In the remainder of this section we indicate some special situations 

in which orthocompactness is preserved under closed continuous mappings. 

Definition 2.3.4 A topological space X is discretely orthocompact provided
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that whenever % is a discrete family of closed subsets of X and for 

each F € @, Up is an open set containing F, there exists an interior- 

preserving open family {v.F € #} such that F CVS Ue for each F € &, 

Lemma 2.3.5 Every orthocompact space is discretely orthocompact. 

Proof. Let X be. an orthccompact space. To show that X is discretely 

orthocompact, let *¥ be a discrete family of closed subsets of X and for 

each F € #, let Un be an open set containing F. Let U, = U, ~ UE ~ tF}) 

for every F €&, and let U= {x ~ UF} U {urlF €#}. Then. WU is an open 

cover of X. Let V be an interior-preserving open refinement of WU. For 

each F € &, let Ve = St(F,V) and note that Ve c U, since (U). = {u,}. 

Clearly, the family {v,[F € ¥} is open and interior-preserving, and 

Fe Ve for every F €&. CJ 

Lemma 2.3.6 A continuous image of a discretely orthocompact space under 

a closed mapping is discretely orthocompact. 

Proof. Let X be a discretely orthocompact space and let f be a closed, 

continuous mapping from X onto a space Y. To show that Y is discretely. 

orthocompact, let # be a discrete family of closed subsets of Y and for 

each F €&, let Uy be an open subset of Y containing F. Let KR = eli) 

and G, = £*(U,) for each F € #, and let K = (kK, |F €#}. Then Kis a 

discrete family of closed subsets of X and for each F € @, Ge is an open 

subset of X containing Kae Hence, there exists an interior-preserving 

family (W,]F € %} of open subsets of X such that K,C W,C G, for each 
F F F 

F€&. For each F € &%, let Vy =Yn~ £(X ~ W,,) and note that Fc Vac Ups 

Since the family {w.|F € %} is open and interior-preserving
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in X, the family {x ~ Wy |F € #} is closed and closure-preserving in 

X. It follows, since f is a closed mapping, that the family 

{f(x ~ We) IF €¥} is closed and closure-preserving in Y. Consequently, 

the family {v,|F € ¥} is open and interior-preserving in Y. We have 

shown that Y is discretely orthocompact. CO 

Remark. Discrete orthocompactness is of the same nature as the property 

of expandability, and the above proof is similar to the proof that almost 

expandability is preserved under closed, continuous mappings ([47]). 

Expandability, and the various modifications of this property (see e.g. 

[47]) can be considered as generalizations of collectionwise normality. 

The proof of the next lemma is based on the technique devised by Michael 

and Nagami to show that every collectionwise normal metacompact space is 

paracompact ([35] and [41]).° 

Lemma 2.3.7 Let WU be an open cover of a discretely orthocompact space 

X. Then U has a oc-interior-preserving open partial refinement V such 

that for every x €X, if Wis point-finite at x, then x € UV. 

Proof. For eachn € N, let s 3 = {x € x | |u| <n}, and note that this 

is a closed set. We use induction on n to show that for eachn EN, 

there exists an interior-preserving open partial refinement va of U 

such that so UW There is nothing to prove for n = 1, since sy = ¢. 

Let k > 1 be such.that U has an interior-preserving open partial 

refinement Viet such that s.-1 5 Wei To prove the existence of the 

family Y,, let b = {nu‘[u’ cU and [U’| = k-1}. Note that if xEX~S, 15 

then x € Ub. Consequently, the open family Ww” = WU (Uv covers X.
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For each W € lb, let Fy =x . U(wW’ — fw). Since WW’ is an open cover, 

the family {r|w ¢ Ww} is closed and discrete. We have FR, OW for each 

W €W and it follows, since X is discretely orthocompact, that there 

exists an interior-preserving open family G6 = fo. |w € Ww} such that 

= . V ° ey a =< 

BS Oc W for every W € lb. Let Ve Ved U@. Then ; iS an interior 

preserving family of open subsets of X. Moreover, since Viel and W are 

partial refinements of U, the family ve is a partial refinement of WU. 

then It remains to show that Ss. ¢ UV, Let x € S.. If x € UW 
k-1? 

and hence 

k 

x €U Ye Assume that x & UW Then x € sé k-1" Sil 
| cu) | = k-1l. Let Q = NM) - Then Q € WwW and Q is the only set of the 

. ASF. CO qe 8 a7 °Q? 
c UY. This completes the 

family lw that contains x. Since x ¢ Ww we have x € F 

we have x € %S UY We have shown that S$ 

proof of the inductive step. 

k 

If we let Y=-U V_, then the family V has all the properties 
nen ™ 

required in the lemma. C 

Proposition 2.3.8 A submetacompact space is orthocompact if, and only if, 
  

the space is discretely orthocompact. 

Proof. Necessity follows from Lemma 2.3.5. To prove sufficiency, let 

X be a submetacompact, discretely orthocompact space, and let U be an 

open cover of X. Let (v be a @-sequence of open refinements of WU. 

It follows from Lemma 2.3.7 that for each n € N, there exists an 

interior-preserving open partial refinement YE of va such that for each 

x €X, if ve is point-finite at x, then x € Uo. Since (Vv) is a 

@-sequence, the family lb = U W covers X. The cover Wis a o-interior- 
n¢€WN 

preserving open refinement of WU. Since X is submetacompact, X is countably
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metacompact (see [18 ]). The conclusion now follows from the foregoing 

and Proposition 3.1 of [17]. 0 

We are now prepared to show that in the class of submetacompact 

spaces, orthocompactness is preserved under closed, continuous mappings. 

Proposition 2.3.9 Let X be an orthocompact space and let Y be a contin- 

uous image of X under a closed mapping. If either X or Y is submetacompact, 

then Y is orthocompact. 

Proof. It follows from Lemmas 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 that Y is discretely 

orthocompact. If Y is submetacompact, then Y is orthocompact, by 

Proposition 2.3.8. If X is submetacompact, then Y is submetacompact, 

by Corollary 4.5 of [25], and so Y is again orthocompact. Oo 

Remark. Certain comments made by D. Burke in [8] concerning a proof of 

A. V. Archangel “skij gave the author the idea to use discrete ortho- 

compactness to obtain the above result. 

In the end of the section we study a subclass of orthocompact spaces 

defined by a base property. 

Definition 2.3.10 ([32]) A base ® for the topology of X is an orthobase 

provided that for every R°C B, if x EPR” and x é Int NR“, then B° is a 

neighborhood base at x. 

It follows from Theorem 4.12 of [22] that in an orthocompact semi- 

stratifiable space, every unsymmetric neighbornet contains a transitive 

neighbornet. We now show that the same result holds in a space that 

has an orthobase for its topology.
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Lemma 2.3.11 If the topology of a space has an orthobase, then every 

unsymmetric neighbornet of the space contains a transitive neighbornet. 

Proof. Let ®& be an orthobase for the topology of X, and let U be an 

unsymmetric neighbornet of X. Let = be a well-ordering of the family 

8 and for each x €X, let B.. be the least element, with respect to =, 

of the subfamily {B € (8) [BS U{x}} of B. Let B’ = {B Ix Ex}. We 

show that the family RB’ is interior-preserving. Assume on the contrary 

that there exists CC 8° and a point x Enc such that x E Int NC. Since 

CC® and B is an orthobase, the family C is a neighborhood base at x. 

It follows that there exists C € C such that CC Be and C # B_- We 

have x € CC U{x} and hence B <c. Let z €X be such that C = Bo: 

Then ix,z} cB q B.S U{x} N ufz} and it follows that uUlx} = u{z}. 

Consequently, B ¢ u{z}. Since z € Bi» we have 5. = BR This, however, 

is a contradiction, since B. <cC. It follows that the family R° is 

interior-preserving. Since R° is an open family, the transitive relation 

DB” is a neighbornet. We have D®“{x} ¢ Be U{x} for each x € X; hence 

DRY CU. . 0 

Note that it follows from the above lemma that if the topology of 

X has an orthobase, then X is non-archimedeanly quasi-metrizable (see 

[17])if, and only if, X has a basic sequence by unsymmetric neighbornets. 

For some characterizations of non-archimedean quasi-metrizability of a | 

paracompact space whose topology has an orthobase, see [19]. 

Proposition 2.3.12 If the topology of a space has an orthobase, then 

every continuous image of the space under a closed mapping is ortho- 

compact.
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Proof. Assume that the topology of X has an orthobase. Let £ be a 

closed and continuous mapping from X onto a space Y. We show that 

every unsymmetric neighbornet of Y contains a transitive neighbornet. 

Let U be an unsymmetric neighbornet of Y. Define a relation V on X 

by setting Vix} = et culecx)}) for each x €X. Since the mapping f is 

continuous, the relation V is a neighbornet of X. It is easily seen 

that V is unsymmetric. It follows from Lemma 2.3.11 that there is a 

transitive neighbornet W of X such that WC V. Define a relation Q 

on Y by setting Q{y} = Y ~ £(K ~ we {y}) for each y € Y. Since the 

mapping £ is closed, the relation Q is a neighbornet of Y. Moreover, 

it is easily seen that QC U and that Q is transitive. We have shown 

that every unsymmetric neighbornet of Y contains a transitive neighbornet. 

By Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.14 of [22], Y is orthocompact. CJ 

A related result has been proved in [4] and [28]. According to that 

result, if the topology of X has a o-interior-preserving base and if Y 

is the image of X under a perfect mapping, then the topology of Y has a 

O-interior-preserving base.



CHAPTER III 

QUAST-UNIFORMITIES OF SEMI-STRATIFIABLE SPACES 

In this chapter we study the relationships between covering 

properties and quasi-uniformities in a semi-stratifiable space. In 

the preceding chapter we saw that an N\-doubly covered space can fail 

to be normally N-refinable; in the first section of the present chapter 

we show that this cannot happen in the class of semi-stratifiable spaces. 

In terms of quasi-uniformities, our result is that the fine quasi- 

uniformity of an N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space has the 

Lebesgue property. We also exhibit some collections of neighbornets 

that serve as bases of the fine quasi-uniformity of an N-doubly covered 

semi-stratifiable space. 

A long-standing unsolved problem concerning quasi-metrizability of, 

a topological space is whether every \-space is quasi-metrizable. In 

the second section of this chapter, we use the results of the first 

section to obtain a partial solution to this problem. We show that 

every developable Y-space is quasi-metrizable. We also show that every 

quasi-metrizable developable space has a normal basic sequence by 

unsymmetric neighbornets. 

Every orthocompact space is N-doubly covered. As we saw in the 

preceding chapter, the converse of this result is not true; however, it 

is an open question whether the converse holds in the class of semi- 

stratifiable spaces. In the last section of the present chapter, we 

obtain some partial answers to that question by studying transitive 

spaces. Our results are consequences of the following theorems: 

(i) A topological space is transitive provided that the space is the 

60
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countable union of transitive closed subspaces; (ii) An N-doubly 

covered semi-stratifiable space is orthocompact if, and only if, the 

space is transitive. 

1. N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable spaces 

We need some auxiliary results to prove that every N-doubly 

covered semi-stratifiable space is normally N-refinable. 

Lemma 3.1.1 Let X be an N-doubly covered space, let #% be a o-discrete 

closed cover of X and for each F € ¥, let OF be an open set containing 

F. Then for each n € N, there exists a neighbornet V of X such that 

for every x €X, we have V{x} ¢ 0, for some F € (F) 

Proof. Let # be a discrete subfamily of #. We use induction to show 

that for each k € N, there exists a neighbornet U, of X such that 
k 

U; (F) co, for each F € XH. Since # is closed and discrete, we can define 

a neighbornet us 

if x €F € #; clearly, we have U, @) =O, for every non-empty F € i. 

of X by setting u, {x} =X ~ UK if x E Uk and U, ix} = 0, 

Now let k > 1 be such that we have already defined a neighbornet Uy 

so that U7) < 0, for every F €k#. Let W= {x ~ UX} U {t,_,@) |F Ex} 

and note that Wis an open cover of X. Since X is N-doubly covered, there 

exists a neighbornet W of X such that wee su. Let U, = Ueed NW. To 
k 

show that Uy has the required property, let F €. We have St(F,UW) =U, _j(F) 

and it follows, since OS W and wee SU, that Ue(F) C Ui F)- 

k _ k-2,..2 k-2 k-2 _ 
Consequently, UL) = UL (UCF)) S UL (U1) S U1 Uy FY) = 

UL T(E) ¢ 07° We have shown that the neighbornet U, has the required 
k 

property. This completes the induction.
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To complete the proof of the lemma, let n € N. Represent # in 

the form % = VU F a where each of the families # is discrete. By 
i€CN 

the preceding part of the proof, there exists for each i € N, a 

neighbornet Vi of X such that vi) CO_ for every F € Fe Let S, = 9 
F 0 

and for each i € N, let Ss, = UF. For each x €X, let i(x) be the 
i(x) 

least element of the set {i € N|x €S,}, and let v{ix}=( (97 V, tx} “ 
i(x)-1 * i=l 
U S.- Then V is a neighbornet of X. To show that V has the required 

i=1 
property, first observe that for all z €X and y €X, if y € v{z}, then 

liV
 

i(y) i(z). Now, let x €X. By the previous observation, we have 

i(u) liv
 

i(x), and hence viu} Cc Va (x) {u}, for every u € v' {x}. Consequently, 

n n 
vix}c Vi (gy i): Let F € # (x) be such that x € F. Then 

n n n c Cc Cc . i V {x} Vi (x) {x} Vs (x) (F) 07 We have shown that V has the required 

property. . O 

Corollary 3.1.2 In an N-doubly covered subparacompact space, every open 

2 . 
cover has an Il -refinement. 

Proof. Let X be an N-doubly covered subparacompact space, and let © be 

an open cover of X. Let # be a o-discrete closed refinement of © and 

for each F €#, let 0, €@ be such that FC On The conclusion that 6 

has an n?-refinement now follows by applying the result of Lemma 3.1.1 

for n = 2. CJ 

Proposition 3.1.3 Let U be an unsymmetric neighbornet of an N-doubly 

covered semi-stratifiable space. Then there exists an unsymmetric 

neighbornet W of the space such that w CU. 

Proof. let X be the space in question. By Corollary 4.10 of [22], there
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exists a O-discrete closed cover ¥ of X such that we have U{x} = UCF) 

whenever x € F €%. By Lemma 3.1.1, there exists a neighbornet V of X 

such that for each x € X, there exists F € ® such that x € F and 

ve fx} C UF): We have ulF 3 = u{x} for every x €X, and it follows 

that yor U. By Theorem 4.7 of [22], there exists an unsymmetric 

neighbornet W of X such that WC v. This completes the proof since 

Ww c (wy? = ve CU. . CO 

Corollary 3.1.4 In an N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space, every 

unsymmetric neighbornet is normal. 

Corollary 3.1.5 Every N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space is 

normally N-refinable. 

Proof. This follows from the preceding corollary, since every open 

cover of a topological space has an unsymmetric N-refinement, by 

Corollary 3.8 of [22]. Ol 

In terms of quasi-uniformities, the above .corollary says that in 

an Nl-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space, the fine quasi-uniformity 

has the Lebesgue property. In the following results, we exhibit bases 

for the fine quasi-uniformity of an N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable 

space. 

Proposition 3.1.6 In an N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space, the 

collection of all unsymmetric neighbornets of the space forms a base 

for the fine quasi-uniformity of the space. 

Proof. It follows from Corollary 3.1.4 that every unsymmetric neighbornet
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of an N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space belongs to the fine 

quasi-uniformity of the space; that the collection of all unsymmetric 

neighbornets of such a space forms a base for the fine quasi-uniformity 

of the space follows from the result ({22], Theorem 4.7) that if U is 

a neighbornet of a semi-stratifiable space, then we contains an 

unsymmetric neighbornet. C 

For k € N, denote by nk cx) the collection consisting of all 

relations of the form uo, where U is a neighbornet of X. We then 

have the following result. 

Proposition 3.1.7 Let X be a semi-stratifiable (developable) N-doubly 

covered space. Then the collection n? (x) (the collection n*(x)) forms 

a base for the fine quasi-uniformity of X. 

Proof. Denote by the fine quasi-uniformity of K By Theorems 4.7 

and 4.4 of [22], every member of n? cx) cn? «x)) contains an unsymmetric 

neighbornet. Consequently, by Corollary 3.1.4, n? (x) ca (n* (x) CF). 

The rest of the proof follows from the observation that for each k € N, 

every member of Fy contains a member of nk egy. | 

2. On qgquasi-metrizability 

In this section we show that every developable Y-space is quasi- 

metrizable. We state the results of this section in terms of developable 

spaces instead of semi-stratifiable spaces, since it is known that every 

semi-stratifiable Y-space is developable (see Remark 4.8 of [21]). 

To be able to use the results of Section 1 in connection with Y-spaces,
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we introduce a covering property shared by all Y-spaces. 

Definition 3.2.1 A topological space X is regularly oN-refinable if for 

every open cover U of X, there exists a sequence (v) of neighbornets 

of X such that to each x € X, there corresponds n € N such that if 

yé Vix}, then vfs U vity}¢ U for some U € U. 

Every regularly N-refinable space is regularly oN-refinable. If 

X is a Y-space, then X has a sequence (vi? of nei ghbornets such that 

(Vv? is a basic sequence; clearly, this sequence satisfies the condition 

stated in the above definition for any open cover UW of X. Consequently, 

every Y-space is regularly oh-refinable. 

We introduced regularly oN-refinable spaces in order to show that 

every semi-stratifiable Y-space is N-doubly covered; this result is a 

consequence of the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.2.2 Every countably metacompact regularly of-refinable space 

is regularly n-refinable. 

Proof. Let X be countably metacompact and regularly oN-refinable, and 

let U be an open cover of X. Let (Vv? be a sequence of X such that for 

each x €X, there exists’ n(x) € IN such that if y € Vag) > then 

Vatxy ts) U Vatgy tv} S U for some U € lu. For every n EN, let 

QF v {x €x|n(x) =n}. Then {q_|n € N} is a countable open cover of 

X. Since X is countable metacompact, there exists an open cover 

{¢|n € N} of X such that for every n €IN, we have Gs Q, and for every 

x €X, the set N(x) = in € W |x € cS is finite. For each x €X, let 

m(x) be a member of the set N(x). For every x € X, we have
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x €G and hence there exists px € X such that n(px) = m(x) 
m(x) ~ 9m(x) 

and x € Vin(x) UPE) Define a neighbornet W of X by setting 

Wix} = Vint) Les5 N (ne, N v_fx}[n € N(x) }) for every x €X. We show 

that W is a regular Nl-refinement of U. Let x € X, and let y € Wix}. 

c Then y € Gas) and consequently, W{ly} Vine) oY}: We have y € Vin(x) t?3 

and it follows, since n(ox) = m(x), that there exists U € WU such that 

Vint) *P3 UJ Va fy} c U Since Wix} Cc Vin(x) bP and Wiy}c Vin(x) oY} 
(x) 

we have W{x} U Wly} CU. We have shown that W is a regular N-refinement 

of WU. CO 

The above result should be compared with Proposition 2.1.3 and with 

the result of [17] that every countably metacompact c-orthocompact space 

is orthocompact. Similarly as in the above proof one can show that in 

a countably metacompact o-refinable space (see [31]), every open cover 
f 

2 . 
has an -refinement. 

Theorem 3.2.3 Every developable Y-space has a normal basic sequence by 

unsymmetric neighbornets. 

Proof. Let X be a developable y-space. Then X is subparacompact ([5]) 

and hence countably metacompact ([18]). As observed above, X is regularly 

oN-refinable. It follows from Lemma 3.2.2 that X is regularly N-refinable. 

Consequently, X is N-doubly covered. It follows from Proposition 3.1.3 

that for every unsymmetric neighbornet U of X, there exists an unsymmetric 

neighbornet W of X such that we U. Let (u? be a development for X. 

For each n € WN, let UL be an unsymmetric Nl-refinement of UL (see Corollary 

3.8 of [22]). Since the intersection of unsymmetric relations is
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unsymmetric, we can use induction to construct a sequence (Vv? of 

unsymmetric neighbornets of X such that for each n € N, we have \ Us 

and an Cc va Then (Vv? is a normal sequence. For ail x € X and 
1 

n € N, we have Vix3 C Ui tx} S St(x,U); it follows that (Vv? is a 

basic sequence. CJ 

In a private communication, J. Kofner has described a more straight- 

forward construction of a normal basic sequence by unsymmetric neighbornets 

for a developable Y-space. 

Corollary 3.2.4 Every developable Y-space is quasi-metrizable. 

3. On transitivity and orthocompactness 
  

Definition 3.3.1 ([16]) A topological space is transitive provided 

that every normal neighbornet of the space contains a transitive 

neighbornet. 

In terms of quasi-uniformities, a space is transitive if, and only 

if, the fine quasi-uniformity of the space is a transitive quasi- 

uniformity. Equivalently, a space is transitive if, and only if, the 

fine quasi-uniformity of the space coincides with the fine transitive 

quasi-uniformity of the space. Examples of non-transitive quasi-metric 

spaces are given in [27] and [28]. In [22], it is shown that every 

orthocompact semi-stratifiable space is transitive. 

The following results exhibit some invariance properties of 

transitivity. 

Proposition 3.3.2 Let X be a transitive space.
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(i) Every open subspace of X is transitive. 

(ii) Every closed subspace of X is transitive. 

(iii) Every continuous image of X under a closed mapping is transitive. 

Proof. (i). Let G be an open subspace of X, and let U be a normal 

neighbornet of G. Define a relation V on X by setting vix} = ulx} for 

every x € G, and Vix} =X for every x €X~G. It is easily seen that 

Vis a normal neighbornet of X. Since X is transitive, there exists a 

transitive neighbornet W of X such that WC V. Define a relation Q on 

G by setting Q{x} = wix} 1 G for every x €G. Thea Q is a transitive 

neighbornet of the subspace G and QC U. 

(ii). Let S be a closed subspace of X, and let U be a normal neighbornet 

of S. Define a relation V on x by setting vix} u{x} U (X ~ S) for 

every x € S, and v(x} = K ~ S for every x €X ~S. Then V is a normal 

neighbornet of X and we can complete the proof as in (i) above. 

(iii). Let £f be a closed and continuous mapping from X onto a space 

Y. To show that Y is transitive, let U be a normal neighbornet of Y. 

There exists a normal sequence (u? of neighbornets of Y such that 

U, =U. For every n € N, define a neighbornet Vn of X by setting 

Vix = eu fee) ) for every x €X. We show that the sequence (v) 

2 
is normal. Let n € MN. To show that Viet cS va? let x €X and let 

fu}. 

We have f(u) € Die tt) 3 and f(z) € U pitt}. Consequently, 

L 
2 . 

ze V4 let: Then there exists u € V ts} such that z € V 
n+1 

f(z) € ue, {ec} ¢ ule) ] and z € v_ix}. It follows that 

2 2 Cc Viated V_txs and Viel Cc Vv We have shown that (v) is a normal 

sequence. Hence Vy is a normal neighbornet of X. Let W be a transitive
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neighbornet of X such that WC V Since f is a closed mapping, we 1 

can define a neighbornet Q of Y by setting Qty} =YunwiC ~ we fy? 

for every y € Y. Since Wwe Vy> we have QC Uy. It remains to show that 

Q is transitive. Let y € Y, and let v € Q{y}. Then 7 fy} Cc we {fy}. 

Since W is a transitive relation, it follows that we {vy} Cc we fy}. 

Consequently, a{v} Cc Qfy}. We have shown that the relation Q is transi- 

tive. . CJ 

For the proof of our next result, we need the following lemma 

Lemma 3.3.3 Let (u? be a normal sequence of neighbornets of X and let 

(x) be a sequence of points of X such that for each i € N, we have 

Co 

U 4X pts Then tbat u, fx, }. Ki4z § 

Proof. We use induction on m.to show that for every m € IN, we have 

m 
Uu_ {x jc UL (x, } for each n € N. The assertation holds for m= 1, 

: n+l nti 

since x E Ue le, } and Un, 1X, tc Uo ix, } for each n € N. Assume that 

the assertion has been proved for m= k. To prove it for m = k+l, 
le | 

let n € N. We have UU {x ye co U {x .}, in other words, 
let j= nti+i~ nt+t1it+i al ntl 

u Ui pet! c Vat Consequently, ay Un 4 l* ais < Via ay} 
i=2 i=1 ™ let] 

Since Xd € Ui ¥ ns and uv, ik, te Uo (x, +, we have i eae} CU, fe} 

We have shown that the assertion is true for m= k+1. It follows by 

the induction principle that the assertion is true for every m€ N. 

m 
For every m € N, we have UU {x 

i=1 
we 

Cc U, {x43 U, ix, } and U u, {x,} c U, tx, }- O 

i= itt 7 i=l 

tc U, tx, }. Consequently, 
itl” i+l 

C
8
 

Theorem 3.3.4 A topological space is transitive if the space can be
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represented as the countable union of closed and transitive subspaces. 

Proof. Let X = UY F_, where each Fis a closed and transitive subspace 
néIN 

of X. To show that X is transitive, let (u? be a normal sequence of 

neighbornets of X. For each n € N, there exists a transitive neighbor- 
2 

c net Qa. of the subspace Fa such that Q_ Lx U yo ix} for every x € F 

For each x € X, denote by m(x) the least element of the set {n € N|x €F} 

and let G(x) be an open subset of X such that G(x) Nf Fax) = Q(x) 

Define a neighbornet of V of X by setting for each x € X, 

viz} = (6G) NU, {x}) ~ Uff in < m(x) }. 
(x)+2 

© 

We show that the transitive neighbornet V is contained in U;- Call 

a sequence (x? of points of X a V-sequence if x 1& vix, } for each 

n€WN. To show that VC Uy» it suffices to show that for any V-sequence 

. wo 

(x), we have U vix t}cu{x,}. Let <x.) be a V-sequence. For each 
n n=1 = 1°" 1 n 

n€ WNW, it follows from x al € vix 3 that mx D 2 m(x, ). Note that for 

every i € N, if mx, 44) = m(x, ) =m, then Xe i:© vix, +n Fa C G(x, yn Fs 

= om Cc ° : . 
Q tx; 3 so that Qi aas ats, 3 1 ote) by the transitivity of Q.. 

It follows that for all j € N andieéN, if j > i and m(x,) = m(x,) =m, 

c c Cc . then x € Oats} U_,otX,} and hence vix, } U2 X;3 U1 eX; 

Define a subsequence Cy, of the sequence (x) by dropping out every x 

for which m(x,) = m(x If (y,? is a finite sequence, let r be the 
n-1" 

largest k € IN for which Veal is defined; if the sequence is infinite, let 

r=®©, For every k <r, let i(k) = my) Then U vix. i ce U, jel Lc 41 id 

< < > and Vie] € Us gy 41 Tie) whenever k+1 <r. For every k <r, k> 1, we 

have i(k) > i(k-1). Consequently, i(k) = k for every k <r. It follows
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we 

that UVix,} CUU 
jel J kr 

Lemma 3.3.3, we have U uty, } U,ty,}. Since ¥, = * > we have 
eo k<r 

Uvix.3 © Ut ify} uv, fx}. O 
jel j kK<r k+1 *"k iL 

} and that Yur € } for k+1l<r. By 
ctl Tet 

Corollary 3.3.5 Every F subspace of a transitive space is transitive. 

Proof. Part (ii) of Proposition 3.3.1, and Theorem 3.3.4. CJ 

Corollary 3.3.6 Every subparacompact locally transitive space is 

transitive. 

Proof. Let X be subparacompact and locally transitive. For each x € XK, 

Let G € IL be a transitive subspace of X. Let ¥ = U #_ be a closed 
* né€N 

refinement of the cover {e, |x €X} such that for every n € N, the family 

# is discrete. It follows from part, (ii) of Proposition 3.3.1 that 

for each F € #, the subspace F of X is transitive. For each n €N, 

the subspace UF of X is closed, and this subspace is transitive since 

it is the direct sum of its transitive subspaces F, F € # We have 

X= U (UF) and hence X is a transitive space, by Theorem 3.3.4. CJ 

néin 

It is easily seen that a topological space is transitive if the space 

has a point-finite cover by open transitive subspaces; using this observa- 

tion and Theorem 3.3.4, it can be shown that the result of Corollary 3.3.6 

remains true if "subparacompact" is replaced by "submetacompact"' in the 

corollary. 

A topological space is orthocompact provided that the space is both 

transitive and normally N-refinable. Hence the preceding results can be
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used to study orthocompact spaces. Note that we cannot expect to find 

characterizations of orthocompactness in terms of transitivity since 

there exist non-transitive orthocompact spaces ({ 28]); however, such 

characterizations obtain in some special classes of spaces, as is 

indicated by the following result. 

Theorem 3.3.7 An N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space is ortho- 

compact if, and only if, the space is transitive. 

Proof. The remarks made after Corollary 4.13 of [22] show that 

transitivity is a necessary condition for orthocompactness in the class 

of semi-stratifiable spaces. On the other hand, it follows from Corollary 

3.1.5 that every N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable space is normally 

N-refinable; consequently, every N-doubly covered semi-stratifiable 

transitive space is orthocompact. ° C] 

It follows from Theorem 3.3.4 that every F,-discrete space is 

transitive (a topological space is F discrete if the space is the 

countable union of closed, discrete subspaces); since every F-discrete 

space is semi-stratifiable, we.see that there exist transitive semi- 

stratifiable spaces that are not orthocompact (e.g. the space described 

in [20]). The next result shows that orthocompact FO discrete spaces 

are "super-transitive". 

Proposition 3.3.8 In an N-doubly covered Fy discrete space, every 

neighbornet contains a transitive neighbornet. 

Proof. Let X be an N-doubly covered F discrete space. As was 

observed above, X is transitive and semi-stratifiable. By Corollary 4.9
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of [22], X has an antisymmetric neighbornet, say V. Let U be any 

neighbornet of X. Then the neighbornet U!/ V is antisymmetric and 

hence unsymmetric. By Corollary 3.1.4, UM V is normal. Since X is 

transitive, Uf V contains a transitive neighbornet. 

Our last result gives some characterizations of orthocompactness 

in the class of semi-stratifiable spaces. 

Theorem 3.3.9 The following conditions are mutually equivalent for a 

semi-stratifiable space: 

(i) The space is orthocompact 

(ii) The space is N-doubly covered and locally orthocompact 

(iii) The space is N-doubly covered and it can be represented as the 

countable union of closed, orthocompact subspaces. 

Proof. It is obvious that (i) > (ii) and (i) > (iii). Since every 

semi-stratifiable space is subparacompact ({1I] and [26]), it follows 

from Theorem 3.3.7 and Corollary 3.3.6 that (ii) = (i). Since semi- 

stratifiability is a hereditary property, it follows from Theorems 

3.3.7 and 3.3.4 that (iii) ™ (i).
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Covering properties and quasi-uniformities 

of topological spaces 

by 

Heikki J. K. Junnila 

(ABSTRACT ) 

This thesis deals with the relationships between covering properties 

and properties of compatible quasi-uniformities of a topological space. 

The covering properties considered in this work are orthocompactness, 

metacompactness and paracompactness; some generalizations of orthocompact- 

ness are also defined and studied. 

In Section 1.1, a result of J. M. Worrell Jr.'s is extended to give 

a characterization of the existence of a point-finite or a locally finite 

open refinement of a cover of a topological space; this characterization 

is then used to obtain characterizations of metacompactness and para- 

compactness in terms of quasi-uniformities with generalized symmetry 

properties. In Section 1.2, the concept of an N-doubly covered space 

is defined, and it is shown that a Tychonoff space X is metacompact if, 

and only if, the product space X X BX is N-doubly covered; as a corollary 

to this result, X is metacompact if, and only if, the product space 

X X BX has a compatible quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue property. 

In Section 2.1, an example due to J. Kofner is used to show that 

a topological space may fail to be orthocompact even if the space has a 

compatible quasi-uniformity with the Lebesgue property. In Section 2.2, 

the concept of a regularly N-refinable space is introduced, and meta- 

compactness and regular refinability (=2-full normality) are given



characterizations in terms of this concept. These characterizations 

and results of H. H. Corson and S. Peregudov are used to show that 

certain Z-products of metrizable spaces are not regularly refinable 

even though they are doubly covered (=almost 2-fully normal); this gives 

a negative answer to a question of J. Mansfield. Section 2.3 deals 

with continuous images of orthocompact spaces under closed mappings. 

G. Gruenhage has recently given an example to show that orthocompactness 

is not preserved under closed, continuous mappings. A modification of 

Gruenhage's example is presented and it is also shown that regular 

refinability and certain generalizations of orthocompactness fail to be 

preserved under closed, continuous mappings. It is proved that a 

continuous image of an orthocompact space under a closed mapping is 

orthocompact provided the space is submetacompact (= 9-refinable) or 

the topology of the space has an orthobase. 

Section 3.1 deals with quasi-uniformities of semi-stratifiable 

spaces. It is shown that in the class of semi-stratifiable spaces, all 

the generalizations of orthocompactness considered in this thesis are 

equivalent. In Section 3.2, it is shown that every developable y-space 

is quasi-metrizable. In Section 3.3, the concept of a transitive space 

is used to study the question whether a semi-stratifiable space is 

orthocompact if the space has a compatible quasi-uniformity with the 

Lebesgue property. The results in the section follow from the result 

that a topological space is a transitive space provided that the space 

is the countable union of closed, transitive subspaces.


